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licensure Board.
The board, which originally
adopted the regulation setting
out the requirements last fall,
agreed unanimously to change
it Monday.
The change would have the
board continue to license such
services that do not meet its
standards "until services
meeting appropraite standards
can be developed and become
available in the particular
community and area."
Local funeral homes had
informed the city and county
that they would not provide the
area with ambulance service
after July I, 1973, due to in-

creased federal and state
standards for emergency
vehicles
The city-county committee
decided Friday to send a letter
explaining these changes to
local ambulance services,
requesting that they attend a
meeting of the committee to
determine if these changes will
affect their earlier decision to
terminate operations.
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Local Grocers Report
ea Prices Still Up;
ales Down Slightly

The Calloway C,ounty Farm
Bureau Board of Directors has
•ii
indicated the support for the
•
construction of a barge terminal facility on-Kentucky Lake
by Hutson Chemical Company.
In a letter to Colonel William
F. Brades, District Engineer of
the Corps of Engineers, the
It was decided to call a Board indicated that the facility
meeting April 10 at 7:30 p.m. in would be to the benefit of the
the conference room of the old county in' reducing the cost of
By DAVID HILL
prices still remain about the
hospital and request all funeral fertilizer and the shipping of
same.
Ledger & Times Writer
homes furnishing ambulance grain and soy beans.
Girvis Jackson of Johnson's
It appears at the end of the
service, as well as any other
The letter also said that the
that Murray super- said that his meat sales were up
w
interested persons, to attend. Board felt that the damage to
markets are following the trend this week. He said that the
the esthetics of the area, and the
the nation during the meat boycott had no effect on his
of
danger of spillage of fertilizer
week: prices are still sales, and didn't feel that it
boycott
+111111111111ss
would be minimal.
about the same, and meat sales would do any good nationwide.
Farm Bureau
The local
.
Jackson thought that this
have been only slightly afrepresents in excess of 1700
was still too rural for such
area
fected.
families in Calloway County.
supermarket even a boycott to have any real eflocal
One
The construction of the
claimed that meat sales were fect. He said that the shoppers
facility has also been endorsed
up, while the majority said that are still too aware of the farmer
by the Kentucky Farm Bureau
NEW ORLEANS ( AP) - A and the sixth in a tugboat acci- nelds will delay planting.
were about the same, or and his problems, for a meat
sales
In Mississippi, several hun- Federation which is composed
slightly.
widespread rainstorm pelted dent in the lower Mississippi,
only
boycott to be a success.
down
Kentucky.
forced, of 134,602 families in
the already saturated lower where four persons were re- dred residents were
Sebren Scott of Parkers had
At one major supermarket
from their homes near VickMississippi River Valley today ported still missing.
around four p.m. Friday, as "an average week," with -meat
the
of
as
backwaters
Upriver, the situation is eas- sburg
and residents in the lush Delta,
many as eight or ten women sales about usual," this week.
Mississippi - and Yazoo rivers
including 2,000 Louisiana pris- ing, especially along the Ohio
could be found at the meat He, too, doesn't think that the
crept higher.
oners, prepared to move to River, a- critical factor in Miscounter. One of the ladies boycott was a success.
U.S. 61, a major traffic arsissippi River flooding. The two
higher ground if necessary.
summed up the general feeling
Jerry Owen, of Owen's Food
tery from Vicksburg to MemFlash flood warnings were is- giant streams meet at Cairo,
of local shoppers When she said Market, said that wholesale
emerto
only
open
was
phis,
sued late Friday night for the Ill.
"You just can't have company prices were down somewhat at
At Memphis, the Mississippi gency traffic.
Rev. Clyde Hankins, former
entire state of Mississippi,
and not have meat."
the start of the week, a
Army engineers have recom- missionary to Brazil, will be the
where flood waters already had stopped rising Friday for the
It seems that local women statement echoed by some of
a
Bluff,
Holly
that
mended
March.
early
guest speaker at the 10:45 a.m.
caused an estimated $120 mil- first time since
might be inclined to observe the the other markets. Most said,
400 about 30 and 6:30 p.m. services on
lion in damages and the evac- But forecasters said the dam- community of
boycott as long as it is no real however, that some fluctuation
be
of
Vicksburg,
age alread has been done and miles north
Sunday, April 8, at the First
uation of 5,620 homes,
inconvenience to them, but are is normal, and the change could
e their family
Baptist Church.
Louisiana officials hastily the farmers are hurting-wet evacuated.
not going to
not be attributed to the boycott.
The guest minister, a
eP before cheatprepared emergency cornor their coridipal
Owen said that his customers
graduate of Southwestern
ing on the boycott.
still buying meat, although
are
meat
pastored
has
Mayfield,
Baptist Seminary,
Wylie
/Let
asVittelk/n
ca
buying the
churches in Texas, Forrest
move 2,000 prisoners from the
manager of the Northside IGA, not as many are
cuts. Many of
City, Ark., and the Zion Baptist
state penitentiary at Angola.
said that meat sales were more expensive
managers seemed to
Church, Hbndersoh, Ky.
Frorn Arkansas to Louisiana,
"down less than ten per cent," the meat
housewives are still
that
think
.
S
.
Bro. Hankins will be speaking
the already-swollen tributaries
but added that "I would say Mat
dollar amounts
Mitchell has said he had only in the absence of the pastor.
of the Mississippi River backed
WASHINGTON (AP)
the boycott has had some ef- buying the same
higher prices,
with
but
meat,
of
is
who
a
Walker,
with
in
on
says
conversati
Richard
McCord
one
and
rains
W.
Rev.
conareas,
James
into low
fect."
meat sold are
of
amounts
t
supermarke
a
actual
in
local
counter
meat
the
at
at
shoppers
meeting
Friday
Southside
twoMcCord-and the subject was conducting a revival
tinued to batter the levee sys- sworn deposition that in a
Jerry Bowden, of
Most
anyway.
buying
down.
were "cheating" on the meat boycott, and
week period last April he went security for the building and Paducah.
tern,
IGA, said that he had figured
Norma Feagin of Swan's
markets seemed to think that the boycott had little effect here'.
The Adult Choir, directed in
At St. Louis, the Mississippi almost daily to the apartment personnel of the Committee for
his exact drop in sales Friday
seen any difference this
Hill
David
hasn't
by
Staff
Photo
say
minister
only
PresiN.
the
Howard,
would
of
John
the Re-election
W. Rudolph
crested earlier than expected, of former Atty. Gen.
morning, but
saying that meat sales
week,
and conditions were improving. Mitchell to escort the Mitchell dent. McCord headed the com- of music, will present special
that it, too, was less than ten per
up any."
mittee's security section when music at both services.
But along the Mississippi sys- daughter to school.
cent. Bowden said that most "haven't slowed
r, meat
the
Lichtenegge
morning
con"holding
oththe
with
James
four
Watergate
seven
are
he
ts
milwas
at
estimated
arrested
tern, an
supermarke
The convicted
Selections
lion acres of land are under spiraWr said also that he was ers in the Democratic heql- service will be "The Lord Is in
line" everywhere they can, manager at Storey's thinks the
water,
at the Mitchell apartment once quarters in the Watergate
His Holy Temple" and "In the
taking lower profit margins, meat boycott did some good
Beginning." Evening selections
Damage in the St. Louis area or twice a week at other times fice building.
and absorbing all increases in nationwide, but said it did little
reached an estimated $40 mil- for security operations-looking
price that they possibly can, good here. Lichtenegger added
"I would go to their apart- will be "Make Me A Blessing'„
lion, and some 4,000 families for electronic bugs and wire- ment and pick up their daugh- and "Jerusalem, the Golden."
rather than pass them.on to the that his meat sales were up
group
saidoher
Francisco,
PRESS
D
at
ASSOCIATE
slightly, with prices about the
held
THE
By
be
will
School
consumer,
were forced from their homes taw
Sunday
ter from either Mr. Mitchell or
The week-long meat boycott would adopt a no-meat-onRay Kloss, manager- of same. He noted, however, that
in central Missouri and the
He said Mitchell sometimes from Mrs. Mitchell or from the 9:30 a.m., and Bro,G.T. Moody,
only
met him and a driver when maid there," McCord said in minister of eduedro-n, urges all officially ends today as its lead- Tuesdays-and-Thursdays
Kroger, said that he was "real poultry prices are going up.
southern tip of Illinois.
of the vicThe organizers of the boycott
Six persons have died since they Is ought the daughter, the deposition he gave in three persons to attend the classes ers differ on battle plans to policy because one
pleased," with the- meat sales
has been
the start of the flooding, five of Martha, home and would "say civil suits stemming from the during this month. Paul Lyons, continue their protests, but the tims of the boycott
this week, and said he "can't are to meet next week to decide
- the meat cutters. Jr., is superintendent. Church price of meat holds its own.
them in Illinois and Missouri a word or two of pleasantries." Watergate affair.
see any real effects," of the what course of action to take,
She said if there isn't any
Meat sales remained off in
be held at 5:30
will
boycott. Kloss, along with most and whether to continue the
Training
governOnce, McCord said, "I took
move or not.
most parts of the nation with positive action by the retail- other meat managers, said
p.rrf:
the
of
and
the chief security officer
Mrs. some price reductions by retai- ment, wholesalers
church,
the
of
Youth
The
FranC&P telephone Co. with me at
CFC and San
Treva Mathis, director, will lers, but there was no general ers, the
the point where she (Mrs. Mitconsumer groups
area
cisco
a.m.
drop
in
prices.
eleven
at
church
the
leave
chell) received the death threat
a total meat boyin
unite
will
spot
Press
An Associated
Tuesday to attend the Jesus
until
over her unlisted telephone."
They will check of prices of eight meat - -eott beginning May 1
Louisville.
Festival,
There was no further exdown.
come
prices
on
Baptist
again
and
Monday
on
Items
0
and
9th
stay at the
specialized training, planation of the death threat.
- By RICHARD PYLE .. with
Twelve boycott organizers
Church, Louisville, Tuesday Thursday showed only scatsources said.
McCord, who recently wrote
Associated Press Writer
(See Boycott, Page 81
Coffeehouse of tered changes.
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night,
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take
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Vietboycott
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newed charges by Hanoi that fears for his life, said in the de- First
its toll of layoffs at meat packnam is sending thousands of ci- the United States brought 20,000
sboro, Wednesday night.
position:
ing houses, and livestock marvilians into South Vietnam., ap- military advisers disguised as
"There have been threats,
kets reported trade was generparently to take over adminis- civilians into South Vietnam
unistally light
threats against my famibomb
trative duties in
get anyone to run for office,
the
of
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during March in
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)
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in
judges
County
other forms of harrassment
announced plans to meet in
said today.
many times.
anything
Hanoi Radio said these insee
don't
parently
Washington next Wednesday to
There are estimates that as clude "advisers to supervise we fear retaliation, my family
He suggested a $7,200 minKentucky's system
with
wrong
of
pastor
White,
Rev, Jerrell
discuss future moves.
many as 3,000 civilians are the pacification program" in fears for its life."
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the boycott, said the group will with scripture from Ephesians
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local
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conversations he had with other
ask members to contact their 4:15 at the 10:50 a.m. services
Vietnam. since .Jan 1.
them former military men, are
to that effect school superintendents, who he
,
Mr
feelings
pressed
at
meet
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I
Group
the
to
plot
at
the
8,
April
expressing
while
on Sunday,
congressmen
111 the civilians are believed working for contractors and in people in 1972
Friday to another meeting of said get around $14,000 a year.
W.B. Graves home, 1507 Kirk
support for what he said is a church.
to have come south since the various civilian jobs related to bug Democratic headquarters
Smith further said it would
sub:
,
met
will
II
wood and Group
Special music will be directed the interim legislative
was brewing.
recommendation by the House
Jan. 28 cease-fire.
the South Vietnamese military.
on -the county fee be good to impose a standard
committee
808
at
LaFollette
Mrs.
A.C.
with
of
minister
attorComhis
McCutchen,
Currency
Rothblatt,
B.
and
by Alan
Henry
Banking
The civilians include medical There are no precise figures
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make
to
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all
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getting
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April
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the
Tuesday,
same
night,
rolled back to the Ian 10 level Henry Street, deacon of the
cultural experts and others but about 2,000 of these ad- allow McCord to answer questo
local officiais' reactions to a sure that funds were handled
about the recordings, say- 10, at 7:00 p.m., according
tions
FIT plans to boycott meat on week, will lead the offertory
visers are understood to have
II
Phase
proposal to abolish the fee sys- properly.
White,
Jerrell
Rev.
ing: "We have reason to beTuesdays and Thursdays, with prayer.'
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arrived since Jan. 1.
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By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Writer
The city-county ambulance
committee, meeting in special
session Friday night, decided to
request a meeting of local
funeral horries to determine the
position of the present ambulance services after the
changes in state regulations
governing ambulance service in
Kentucky, according to Sid
Easley, county attorney and a
member of the committee.
- A January 1, 1974 deadline for
all ambulance services in
Kentucky to meet new training
and equipment requirements is
being deleted by the state Board
of Health Facilities and Health
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LEXINGTON, Ky.—Most
people do not like milk which
contains an onion flavor. Many
people not only refuse to drink
such milk, but after tasting it
they may decide not to drink
milk again for quite some time.
Low levels of onion flavor are
removed from milk in the
processing operation, notes
James C. Hartley, Extension
specialist in dairy technology at
the University of Kentucky
College
of
Agriculture.
However, if the level of the
onion (lavor in raw milk is high,
detectable flavor will remain
after processing. Therefore,
dairy farmers need to take
steps to prevent onion flavoring
in milk, says Hartley.
Onion flavor occurs when
cows graze what is commonly
called wild onions or wild
garlic. These plants pose the
greatest problem in the early
spring and late fall grazing
seasons. During these cool
seasons when rainfall is
abundant, the onion and garlic
plants grow much taller than

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
es the Integrity of its Newspaper
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On Beef Prices
It is plain enough that the government is not going
to do anything about food prices, if, indeed, there is
anything that this administration can do, this late in
the game, about rising prices in general. Just about
all the standard devices and remedies against inflation have been used up, exploited and discarded,
useful just long enough to get the administration
through the national election.
The worst offender at the moment is the price of
beef, whith has gone so high, that, interestingly
enough, a small rebellion of housewives appears to
be beginning. Orders for.wholesale beef have
suddenly declined because the consumers are
buying less beef in the supermarkets, at least
momentarily. It is not an organized slowdown in
beef buying so much as the grocery shopper reacting
in shock, instinctively, and reaching for the chicken
or tuna fish instead.
A consumer's revolt would hardly provide much
long-range relief, such is the American passion for
beef..but even a temporary abatement in the beef
price rise would be worth something. If enough
housewives bought lima beans on hamburger day
for a sustained period of time, it would afford an
interesting study, at least, on whether supply and
demand still have meaning.
Anyway, the Secretary of Labor has not yet called
upon us to start growing cattle in our backyard
"victory garden".—Little Rock Arkansas Gazette._

Mrs. Burlene Smith of Lynn Grove died April 5 at
The Baptist Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. The Murray Jaycees, working with the Calloway
Department, administered 12,800
County Health
doses of Type II Sabin Oral polio vaccine to city and
county residents at the clinics -here.
,Men in Service notes: Pvt. Charles Dwaine
Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Tom Taylor,
recently completed eight weeks of military police
training alFort Gordon, Ga.; Army 2ad-Lt-Jarnes
L. Futrell, son of Mrs.. Vinell Futrell, recently
completed a 38 Weeks' officer pilot cOurse at the.
Aviation Center, Fort Rucker, Ala.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Dale Outland are the parents
of a baby girl, Sherri Kay, born March 31 at the
Murray Hospital.

Dr. Walter Baker and Dr. Sarah Hargis, both of

Murray, spoke at the meeting of the Jackson Purchase Chiropractors Association held at Lone Oak.
Letters from Edward Palmer, Jaynes Boggess,
-.,Richard James. Bobby Coles, James Outland, and
-•_.
Mason Billington, all members of the Future Far-'hers of America chapters, are published today
---Thanking the buyers in the March Fat Hog Sale.
New, officers of the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's CIO are Mrs. Fred Gingles, Mrs.
Cherry. Mrs. Robert Moyer„ and_ Mr.
Clarence Rohwedder.
Miss Lochie Faye Hart, student at gtephens
College, Columbia, Mo., is the guest of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart.

Federal State
Market Report

Hospital Report
April 4, 1973
rnntify News Service
ADULTS..97
NURSERY..7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Helen Irene. Dick and
Baby Girl, Box 34, Lynnville.
ADMINISTRATION OF SYSTEM,FAULTY
DISMISSALS
Miss Rhonda Alacia Jones,
Route 3, Murray, Mrs. June
Flancher Cottrell, 513 S. 6th
a
system
penalizes
"A
which
week:
While conceding that "the welfare
Street, Murray, Mrs. Hermes
mess" still needs attention, Presi- person for going to work and reEvelyn Shackelford, New
dent Nixon's message to Congress wards a person for going on welfare
Concord, Mrs. Martha Nell
McCuiston, New Concord, Mrs.
March 1 on human resources was is totally alien to the American traCharlotte Marie Foy, Box 114
notable for an omission. It made no dition of self-reliance and self-reLynnville, Miss Alice Lorenee
mention of the Family Assistance spect."
Parker, Route 3, Clarksville,
annual
inguaranteed
Plan for a
Finally, the government is faced
Tenn., Cecil Paschall, 415
come which was the cornerstone -of with .budgetary demands that virSycamore, Murray, Mrs.
the welfare reform program he pur- tually rule out a massive federal asYnema Frances Wright, Box 99,
Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Belinda
sued during his first term.
sumption of welfare responsibilities.
Sue Mitchuson, Route 1,
Congress was cool to that plan, for Since the plan was first proposed, inMurrpy, Miss Cheri Allyb
political reasons if not for the uncer- flation and the rising costs of existCollard, 401 Hill Street, Littainties it posed in !Tigard to costs ing welfare programs it could rechfield, Miss Marsha Ann
sattts.effectiveness as a substitute place have driven up the minimum
Beaton, 1419 Freemond Lane,
for the relief and categorical aid income which the government would
Paducah, Mrs. Hazel Evon
programs now found in the welfare have to support. ,
Hodges, Rt. 5, Murray, James
structure. What is now emerging is
Preston Kilgore, Rtiute I,'Almo,
Meanwhile there has been subMiss Monica Lynn Sheppard,
that President Nixon has grown cool
stantial success in bringing about
Route 6, Benton, Leslie Ray
toward the idea, too.
Humphreys, 407 N. 4th Street.
It could well be that four years of welfare reform at the state and local
Murray, Mrs. Lottie Freeland
experience with the federal bureau- level. The runeway rate of increase
Smith, P.O. Box 162, Puryear,
been
welfare
in
has
to
costs
brought
cracy has convinced Mr. Nixon that
Mrs. Maudie Lee Garrison,
the federalization of welfare — for heel, both through administrative
5, Murray, Mrs. Omie
Edna Jones, 1625 W. Olive,
all the appeal of consolidating and tightening-up and as a result of imMurray, Euphery Nathan
computerizing welfare administra- provement in the economy as a
whole.
As
Mr.
Cohoon, Route 6, Murray, Wells
Nixon
pointed
out,
simply
tion at a high level — would
Sycamore,
Overbey, 1507
invite theViid of problems that have through history the American econMurray, Mrs. Hazel Roberta
itself
omy
done
"has
to
more
cornovertaken federal anti-poverty proUtterback, 114 S. 10th Street,
grams as awhole-. If there is one les- isat_poverty and to raise our stan— Murray, Mrs. Beulah Elizabeth,
Ashley, 207 Crume, Clinton.
son to be learned from President dard of living than any government

Welfare reform has new target

Johnson's ambitious "war on pover- programs imaginable."
ty," it is that locating, command
The conviction is growing that
posts and supplies of ammunition in America's basic approach to welWashington is no way to do battle fare was right all along in singling
with an enemy preying on the small:: out cases of need and providing pubest unit of our society, the family. lic assistance where it can help.
Further, the Family Assistance Eliminating waste and abuse does
Plan never cleared a basic philo- not lie in changing that approach but
sophical hurdle. The "Work incen- in streamlining the system and detive",formulas attached to it were manding °sensible administration of
unconvincing. Indeed, the plan It. The best thing the federal governseemed to contradict a principle ment can-do is to prod state and local
which Mr. Nixon himself under- .welfare administrators into getting
scored in his radio message last on with a job that is primarily theirs.

the pasture grasses. Cows make
no effort to avoid eating the wild
plants, and when they consume
large amounts, the detrimental
milk flavor is the result.
Hartley says dairymen can
reduce the amount of onion
flavor' by feeding hay before
letting the cows out to graze.
Removing cows from pasture
two to three hours before
milking has also proven to be
very effective in reducing onion
flavor, as well as all other
pasture flavors.
The UK specialist says the
only sure way to keep onion
flavor out of milk is to keep wild
onions and garlic out of
pastures grazed by dairy cows.
He says the most practical way
of controlling these weeds is to
spray with 2- 4-D. However,
pastures treated with 2-4-D
must not be grazed for two
weeks after the treatment.
The ideal time to spray
pastures is in the spring before
mid-April, because this will
inhibit the development of new
bulbs which would germinate in
future years. Treatment for
four to five successive years
may be necessary to completely
eradicate the weeds, because
dormant hardshell bulbs
remain alive under the ground.
When applying 2, 4-D, the
recommended rate is two
pounds of actual 2, 4-D per acre
of pasture. In addition to the
spring treatment, another
treatment in the fall is effective
in combatting the weeds. It
should come in October or
November when three to four
days with temperatures above
60 degrees are likely.
Further information on
treating pastures for wild onion
or garlic is available in a
blication entitled "Chemical
ol of Weeds in Farm Crops
in
entucky-1972" ( AGR-6).
The publication is available
from local county Extension
agents.

iIrI

CINCINNATI, Ohio AP j-.
USDA )—Cattle and calves 225,
slaughter steers, heifers and
cows moderately active, fully
steady.
Not enough feeder cattle for
test, supply largely good and
choice, 950-1,150 lb, 2-3, slaughter steers, 25 per cent cows, 10
per cent good and choice heifers; slaughter steers: choice
995-1,150 lb, 2-3, 46.00-47.00;
mixed good and choice 42.0046.00, lot good 1,065 lb Holsteins
41.00; heifers: small lot choice
850 lb 44.00, mixed good and
choice 42.00-43.00;
Cows and bulls: high dressing
cutter and utility cows 32.0°35.50; other cutter 28.00-32.00.
light weight low dressing canner and cutter 25.00-28.00. Fes
1,000-1,300 lb grade 2 bulb
40.00-42.00; vealers: tot enough
for test. Individual ch,iice 180 lb
62.00.
Hogs: 200, at auction, barrows and gilts unevenly .35-.95
mostly .40 lower, slow. 2-3, 234237 lb 36.15-36.50; few lots 275277 lb 35.00-35.05; sows: stead
to .50 lower, 2-3, 417-640 lb
33.00, few 540-615 lb wet sows
32.00; boars: 1.00 higher, 24.00
Sheep? 25, untested.

Portrait of

female alcoholic
Alcoholism affects more
than 700,000 women in the
U. S., and it may be on the
rise. According to Mary A
Schuckit. M.D., Washington
University School of Medicine, St Lows,
ism has unique quaTifTes in
the f e m a le abuser She
usually becomes alcoholic
around the age of 30
She drinks in direct relation to stress, and has a
higher incidence of drug
abuse than do male alcoholics. In half of the cases she
has experienced a broken
ma rr la g e. One-third are
married to an alcoholic.
The female alcoholic
tends to choose a husband
considerably. older or
younger than herself, and
of
complains
frequently
sexual dissatisfaction.

f Mrs. J. B. E
i
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1st RUN MURRAY!! *
They shared more than their rooms!
*

For A

Phonl

Historical First
The first gun accident on
record in the Pacific Northwest occurred when a member of the Lewis and Clark
expedition wounded himself
when his gun accidentally
discharged.
In Warsaw, Poland, the government pays about four-fifths of
the cost of operating 23 theaters
2 million.
/
in the city of 11

r)f, 7 3 331.:
thru
NOW

Deaths report,ed this week are Mrs. Eureta Atkins
Nix, age 05, and Don Nix, the latter who passed away
'
at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Jim Hart.
Murray State College has been officially_ ac-,
credited and approved for graduate work, according
to college president, James H. Richmond. Enrolled'
are one hundred and twenty two persons from
Calloway County for the spring quarter at Murray
State.
The Calloway County Circuit Court will convene
Monday for the April term with Judge Ira D. Smith
presiding.
A.B. Austin was elected president of the Murray

a
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JON VOIGKT BURT REYNOLDS

Rotary Club. Dr. O.C. Wells is the retiring president.
Mrs. Calista Butterworth Jones and Lenton
Clanton were married April 3 at the home of her
daughter, Mrs Charles Miller and Mr. Miller. -

Deliveraqta starts at 3:00 today & Sun. aft

CHil

Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and today, and
.
_
•
forever.—Hebrews 13:8.
We need something in our changing and
perishable 'world that is secure and constant. This
Changes..
we find in ChriSt who

Mr. and M
engagement
Scott III, son
The bride-e
Home Econ
sorority.
Mr. Scott b
trical Engine
The weddii
o'clock in the
Danville.

E' HEAD. DEEP IN WOE'— Bellowing his disContent in a sea of mannequins is Ronnie Slough, 19
months old. The mannequins, fully clothed, once graced
windows aod department displays in a Toledo, Ohio, store

— which close ast year ventua y they were auctioned
along with other fixtures and equipment from the store
How Ronnie got in this predicament wasn't explained

''YS MAIM F.

LATE SHOW
TONITE
11_:40
Rateil X •
Over 18 Only
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Golden Wedding Anniversary
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By Abigail Van Buren
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Mr. and Mrs. Smith A. Baughman of Danville announce the
engagement of their daughter, Margaret Jean, to George Buist
Scott III, son of Mr.and Mrs.G.B.Scott, Jr. of Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of the University of Kentucky in
Home Economics and a member of Alpha Chi Omega social
sorority.
Mr. Scott is a graduate of the University of Kentucky in Electrical Engineering.
The wedding will be the event of Saturday. July 7, at eight
o'clock in the evening at the Lexington Avenue Baptist Church in

Mn J. B. Bur-kern

now 713-11117 et 753.4147

•—

Murray Fraternal
Order of Police
presents

7:00
UN.

M.LS
INTERNATIONAL

40'

Sunday, April 29, 1973
MATINEE — 4:30 P.M.
EVENING — 7:30 P.M.

For Advanced Reduced Rate Tickets
Phone: 7534600 or 753-085 1
Cams
is RUA/.
DIN CURREN_
WASS
STOCIUD.f.•

DEAR ABBY: My husband is very hard to get along
with. He is also a very poor sport. I was in my ninth month
of pregnancy with our first child when I start'-'d to gee
pains. We had planned to go to a football game thot day, so
my husband got mad and laid down on the couch and told
me to wake him up when it was time to go to the hospital.
1 kept telling him it was time, but he stalled around
just for spite and 1 had the baby in the parking lot outside
the hospital.
Another time we took our five kids to Disneyland My
husband likes to go on all those wild rides but I get dizzy,
go he took the kids while I watched. The big one got a
nosebleed on the Ferris wheel and bled all over my hasbind's suit, so he gave the poor kid a licking just Like it
Will his fault.
The reason I'm writing this is because yesterday I
scraped the fender on his car and he got mad and broke my
Yucca tree
If I weren't pregnant with number six I'd leave him.
Any advice?
TRAPPED
DEAR TRAPPED: What's dose is dose, but you should
give some thought to turning oft the "baby machine." It's
not fair to saddle children with a father like that.
DEAR ABBY: Hove to cook, but I recently married a
man whose hobby is cooking. Every night he fixes a different kind of dinner. He's gone from Chinese to Hungarian to
Italian. I hate to complain, but my husband's cooking is
terrible and I can't take much more of it.
How can 1 tell him to please stay out of the kitchen and
let me do the cooking?
UPSET STOMACH
DEAR UPSET: Unless you speak Chinese, Hungarian, lir
Italian, tell him in English.
nEA.^. ABBY: After
years of a happy, euburbem
marriage in ultra luxurious circumstances, with three children now in graduate schools, my wife and I are undergoing an amicable no-fault divorce because fas she puts it]
"we have nothing in common except the children."
She's already found a future husband La former college
friend whom she rediscovered a year ago], has left our
home awaiting the time when she can remarry. No alimoay
involved.
Frankly, Abby, I am bored with the suburban rat race,
and want to start a new life elsewhere. The question is
where? And with whom?
My children are into yoga, meditation. gurus, helping
others, rejecting material things, and status. I am seriously
considering adopting their lifestyre.
What do you say about my making such an abrupt
change in my early 50"? Is this a png fancy, or would It
be a wise choice for me? And how da I find a partner while
doing so? Or is therapy the anvesiT
RE-EVALUATING
DEA* RS: First things first. Duet leek for a "partner"
while jaw try to determine wiika Mile la perigee in your
search for peace of mind—wIdeli to what 'mere after. Get
bite therapy aad mice you
beedisre will know
whit you are. Then you can champ pair 111eatyle if that's
what you want.
Prelikenuf You'll feel better if you get heft your chest
Foe • perooaal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. NM L. A.,
Cant. Mei. Esselaae staaspa& selt-eildneesal
ourretages
please.

,.k
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The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will have its
monthly fellowship breakfast at
Trenholm's
Restaurant.
Chestnut Street, at nine a m
Hellelujah Minstrels of Nashville, Term., will appear in
concert at the Hardin Pentecostal Church of God at 2:30
p.m. and at the Calvary Temple
Pentecostal Church of God,
Murray, at 7:3Q p.m.

Group III of the CWF of the
First_ _Christian Church will
meet with Mrs. H.B. Bailey,
4-ri—st--4the pin. with Mrs.
Alberta Korb as program

The Board of Directors of the
Quota Club are scheduled to
meet at the Triangle Ion at 5:30
p.m.

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
00,ntra1 Shopping Center
•

Phone 753-9084

Tuesday, April le .
()Parents meeting and open
house for St. Leo's Cooperative
Preschool will be held at
Gleason Hall, North 12th Street,
at seven p.m.
Groups of the Baptist Women
of the First Baptist Church will
meet as follows: Annie Armstrong with
Mrs Richard
Walker and Group I with Mrs
Charles Mercer at 9:30 a.m.:
Groupli with Mrs. Q.C. Wells at
ten a.m.; Group III with Mrs.
Richard Walker at two p.m.
The
New
Providence
Homemakers Club will meet
witji Mrs. Larry Curd at one
p.m,

•••

• Opal 7 a.ivt.4 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

'MOVE TO

HIGHER EARNINGS
IN APRIL

EARN
UP TO

6%

Interest Paid Quarterly

The Murray Quota Club wIS
meet at the.'Mangle Inn-all:
noon.
)
.
0'
Morning circles of the U7dW of
the First United Methodist
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m. as
follows: Bessie Tucker. with
Mrs. Jack Bailey, 1714 Olive
Street; Alice Waters with Mrs.
E.J. Haverstock, 1109 West
Gate Drive; Maryleona- Frost
will not meet.

FEDElyd. SAVINGS & LOAN
Murray Branch

Quilting and other arts and
carfts will start at ten a.m. for
the senior citizens at the Ellis
7enter. Table games will be
from one to five p.m.'

7th and Main

JOHNSONS
Open 7 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon. thru Thurs. * 7 a.m.-9
p.m. Fri. & Sat

— Open Sunday Noon_ — Limit Rights
Reserved
Prices Good

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Only!!
Chef-Way

ing Oil - 69'
Orange Juice 12435'
I
Cokes
Frosty Acres Frozen

foldreturned
99

111••

's

•

dered to Perfection

Sfor

Sunday, April B
•'Day Apart" for all women of
the United Methodist Churches
of the Pitris Dintriat will be held
at Martin's Chapel Church here
at 2:30 p.m.

The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
the UMW of First United
Methodist Church will meet at the church at seven p.m.

AV 9

The Afternoon Current
Iv (KR 11110w.es7or.4
Al food 14.0.1.,
Missions Group
of the
Memorial Baptist Church held
THE.BRILW COOKS
its March luncheon meeting in
SUNDAY SUPPER
the home of Mrs. Margaret
Asparagus with ChickenTaylor on the Lynn Grove Road.
Cheese Sauce
'Toasted Buttered English
Mrs. Opal Reeves, chairman,
Muffins
presided. Reports of the
Beverage
workshop on the Children's Fruit Compote
ASPARAGUS WITH
Home held at Benton and
CHICK EN CHEESE SAUCE
Mission Action held at Elm
An excellent combination
Grove were given by those 2
tablespoons butter •
attending.
2 tablespoons flour
The group planned as its I cup milk
mission action project as new 1/4 teaspoon grated lemon rind
drapes for the baby room at the 1 cup grated (medium -fine)
sharp cheddar cheese, not
church.
packed down
Mrs. Virginia Peters read the
scripture from the second Salt and white pepper to taste
chapter of Acts and also the 3 boneless skinless chicken
breast halves (about 3/4
names of the missionaries
pound) cooked and sliced into
having birthdays on the
strips
calendar of prayer.
1 package 110 ouncesm frozen
The Bible study was conasparagus spears (cooked.
ducted by jilts. Vera Adams.
drained and hot)
Those
present
In a I -quart saucepan over
were
Mesdames Vera
Adams, low heat melt the butter, stir in
Virginia Peters, Lala Boyd, flour, remove from heat gradJ.N. Reed, Nettie McKeel, Zella ually stir in milk, keeping
Covington, Mackie Hubbs, smooth Cook stirring conLottie Bowden, Willie Garland, stantly over nioderately low
heat until thickened and bubbly
Oscar Hale, Martha Crider,
Off heat stir in lemon rind and
Fredonia Marine, Patricia cheese
until cheese is melted.
Futrell, Opal Reeves, Verna mix in chicken
add salt and
Mae Stubblefield, and Margaret pepper, reheat but do
not boil
Taylor.
Arrange asparagus spears on
plates. spoon sauce over them
Serve at once If you like the
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
James Hart of Murray has whole package of asparagus
may be used for 2 servings, in
been dismissed from Lourdes this case a
helping of the chick
Hospital, Paducah.
en sauce will be leftover )

tLI:`

Calloway
The
County
Genealogical Society will meet
with Mrs. John Livesay at 1:30

t. • iseor
ft

Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Williams of 1775 Glenmount Avenue, Akron,
Ohio, formerly of Murray, will be honored on their 50th wedding
anniversary by their children and grandchildren.
The open-house will be held in Murray at the Holiday Inn on
Sunday, April 15. All friends and relatives are invited to attend
during the hours from two to four o'clock in the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs `Villiams were married by the late Doss Kirks on
April 15, 1923 ak the home of her parents, the late George and
Emma Verhine McClure. Their attendants were the late Elmus
(iutland and Gracy Williams.
Mr_ Williams is the son of the late James and Maggie Lovett
Williams. He is a retired carpenter and home builder under the
name of E.A. Williams and Sons; Akron, Ohio.
Mr and Mrs. Williams have resided in Akron for the past thirty
ears They are members of the Akron Baptist Temple.
They have three children, Mrs. Aubrey ( Myrlinet.WiBilLMS,
Gene Williams, and Max Williams, all of Akron. Five grandchildren are Mrs. Wanda Sue Veller, Eddy Williams, Steve
Williams, Cindy Williams, and Mandy Williams, and two great
grandchildren are Joey and Lisa yeller, all of Akron.
Mr. Williams has one sister, Mrs. Aubra 1Plumal Ahart of
Alm°, Kentucky. Mrs. Williams has one brother, Crawford McClure of Murray. Kentucky.

Monday, April 9
Senior Citizens will play
shuffleboard at Ellis Center
from ten a.m. to noon, weather
permittitig. "--

Drycleaning SPECIAL

TROUSERS, SLACKS,
BLOUSES, KNITSIIIIRTS

Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Williams

Taylor Home Scene
Of!Ain-616n Meet
By Church Group

• TAit riiinnysiihi Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Ed.
Jennings: at 10:30 a.m

32 Ounce

Plus Bottles or Deposit 6/$

Pure

Gr. Beef

•

lb.

8-9
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Rainbow Trout

Sportsman's Notebook

Fishing for rainbow trout in The Daniel Boone National
Kentucky has been growing in Forest offers 11 streams with
popularity by leaps and bounds. catchable trout, and seven
Looks like catfishing time is- in the labs area, reports that returned to keep the newly
In fact, some 16,000 bona fide remote streams which are
company.
sandpiper
arrived
around
here, but that's about all that's the gobblers are shifting
trout anglers attest to the ex- stocked in the fall with subTo my liking, I heard my first
here except spring. The bass and beginning to break up for
fishing opportunities in adults.
cellent
last
aren't biting and crappie's the oncoming breeding season. whip-or-will of the year
The purpose of the sub-adult
the stocked creeks, lakes and
is
it
but
record,
a
not
It's
week.
until
wait
Remember, don't
pretty slow as the waters gently
Comstocking program is to
fall
the
tailwatera
in
back.
be
to
them
for
early
recede on both Barkley and the last day to scout for ole torn, fairly
wilderness type fishing
provide
monwealth.
Mr.
birds,
Along with other
you may spook him and hurt his
Kentucky Lakes.
Two of the hot spots for for the angler who doesn't mind
the
delight,
Kemper's
W.
gobble
C
not
may
he
Almost every dock in the local feelings,then
,
rainbows are Rock Creek in a good long hike.
seen near
area reports only a very few for you on opening day. Per- chimney swift, was
McCreary County and the
Clell
crappie being taken in the mits for the hunt are now Murray recently. Dr.
-tailwaters of Lake Cumberland
L.B.L. Peterson will surely be proud to
at
shallows by the strong-willed available
in Russell, Clinton and Cumwas
swallow
cliff
a
that
inknow
the
headquarters and
fishermen that venture out on
berland Counties.
near
seen
been
have
Kentucky Lake, However, formation trailer on Highway reported to
Even though the trout
Dr.
recently.
Dam
Kentucky
check
to
have
won't
Hunters
68.
nice
Barkley has reported some
Stocking
program, conducted
ingreat
taken
has
Peterson
out
check
must
catches below Energy Dam on in this year, but
by the Department of Fish and
terest in these birds in the past
the drop-offs and in the stump by U a.m.
Wildlife Resources and by the
You bird watchers might like several years, devoting vast
Barkley Lake water
beds.
U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries
of
study
the
to
time
of
amounts
have
that
birds
of
to know
temperature is a little warmer
and Wildlife, is on a "put-andrecently been seen in the area. the nesting and rearing habits
than Kentucky Lake with both
take" basis, monster rainbows
The herons have reportedly on and near the Kentucky and
lakes ranging in the mid 50s.
are
harvested annually
area
this
areas.
Lake
in
Barkley
scene
the
made
T.V.A. officials report that
The best area for big rainFor you bird lovers that just
along with various species of
drops around ten inches per day
bows is the Cumberland
can't wait any longer for the
waterfowl passing through.
on the average should occur
which provides trophy
tailwater
it's
arrive,
have
to
warblers'
seekers
spring
bird
Several
come
unless excessive rains
trout angling from Wolf Creek
reported the plowers have time and past, they should be
again.
Dam to Burkesville and even
here. So let's find them and
The only fishing that has
father
to
downstream. All state
want
may
someone
in,
report
activity
produced very much
Please help prevent forest fires
record rainbows have been
know their arrival date.
recently is catfishing and
area.
hunting,
harvested
this
The
from
fishing,
Gone
they're biting like mad. Lester
present record tipped the scales
camping or birdwatching?
Donaldson is reported to have
at 14 pounds and 6 ounces. The
1. Emergency torches can be Have you taken a trip. Phone
taken over 700 pounds this week
proud fisherman who caught
made from tightly rolled Jerry Allen, 753-370.
and that's pretty good for
this fine trophy is Jim Matnewspapers by soaking one end
anybody's hook. Several local
tingly, Somerset, Kentucky.
fishermen have been tying out of the roll in paraffin. When
Trout fishing, to many, is
using them, however, take care
their sport trot lines and
simply ithing whole kernel corn,
not to get burned or start a fire
bringing home the - lunker
flavored cheeses or worms.
catfish.
as the flame eats its way down.
However, trout fishing is also
Ken Dean and Don Rye took
This type of torch also makeS a
for the pros who use fly rods or
several catfish in the six to eight
fine fire-starter. Cattails also
spinning rigs and artificial
pound class this week. Ilign says
make good emergency torches.
lures.
he's got a secret way Nr fixing
Just soak the head in kerosene
1972 was a banner year for
his lines. After hornswaggling
and light it. 'There's something
stocking, with some
trout
hirn I finally managed to and
mysterious and adverturousAt least 1,000 Kentuckians are
375,000 rainbows being placed in
out his secret. He sets out two feeling about a natural torch.
hooked on bass fishing. About
37 streams,7 tailwaters and five
50-hook tines of 24 guage nylon
2. Ordinary mouthwash or
that many avid anglers
This year, 400,000 trout
lakes.
and uses number five swivels
hazel
soothe
witch
will
insect
gathered recently at the Second
will be distributed to the same
and number nine drops. He
bites. Still better for bites,
new dock at a lake resort is lowered onto the water.
a
for
walkway
the
of
section
A
Fishing Seminar at the
areas.
says the catfish stay on better if stings and even poison-ivy itch Annual
The total number of rainbows
you use a _1-0 or 2-0 hook. He is a paste made with water and 'Frankfort Convention and
Sports Center.
Suzuki Motor Corp.
selected
puts the hooks about eight feet — baking so4V—
Five well-known professional
by the DeDepartment
Wbe
u
and
edr iaent of Fishare
3. Before trying to digout a
apart or as he puts it "an arm
Bill
Wildlife Resources this year is spread plus two feet," then had splinter, chill the skin fishermen—Ray Scott,
P.O. Box 2107,
330,000 (an increase of 10,000
soaks the line in green dye. This around it with an ice pack or Dance, Tom Mann, Yank Dean,
turns
over 1972), while the US.
Dept. 16-F
makes the line almost im- piece of ice. The cold packs as a and B.J. Woods—took
topping each other's fish
FRANKFORT, Ky. i A131— crappie on minnows; clear to Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
possible to see.
local anestehtic.
their
shared
also
They
stories.
A few of the avid bass
Good catches of black bass and
4. If you don't bother a skunk,
three feet below Wildlife has allotted 55,000 adult
LEXINGTON, Term.—Forty- crappie are being reported at murky, stable,
rainbows and 17,000 sub-adults
Santa Fe Springs, Calif.
fishermen are taking to the he usually won't bother you. But knowledge of the latest bassdegrees.
summer
57
pool,
geese have
to the streams of the Daniel
several of Kentucky's major
ponds for luriker bass and a fun if you do frighten him, trying to catching,. equipment.. and eight giant Canada
good
Crappie
—
Herrington
techniques.
been released at Beech Lake Lakes, ciesptte scattered rains
time. Most ponds range in the get the smell out of clothes and
on minnows around treetops Bobne National Forest.
watched near Lexington, as part of the across
fishermen
The
The Department of Fish and
the state.
high 60s and a little murky, but hair can be a problem. The best
and sticku • black bass good
several films on their sport. One continuing effort Isy state and
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pound bass shaking loose from giant honkers in the Tennessee
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Campers can get their gear gasoline. Wash your eyes with
the hook after a three-minute Valley.
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medium summer Pool; 54 degrees.
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fight.
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and deep runners in lower — • Dale Hollow — Crappie fair
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by the Bluegrass Bass Club of recently given to TVA by the - minnows around submerged
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proceeds, about U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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cover; clear to murky, falling, tributaries clear to murky,
temporarily closed due to high odor. Or you can wash the
-4clothing in ammonia or chloride $2,500, will be donated to the They were raised at the Sher six feet below summer pool, 5s- small tributaries muddy. fallwater.
Kentucky Bass Federation for burne National Wildlife Refuge degrees.
George Wright, Alabama or lime, then rinse it well and
ing, five feet above summer.
use in preventing water in Minnesota and transported to
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turkey expert now researching hang it in the breeze.
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and Tennessee
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flows in inlets and bays; black
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below dam due to intermittent
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heads of inlets and bays; white heavy discharge; murky to
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The new Navy wants the kind of men it pays off to
Fishtrap — Bluegill voice er; crappie and white bass fair
population growth.
sailles.
worms in inlets and *
14. on do-jigs below dam; clear to
train. So now the Navy pays off with more money.
.aa
murky, falling, seven feet
above summer pool,54 degrees.
If you think you've got what it takes to make it in
Barren — Crappie excellent
Dar* Root, Bel Air Center,
today's Navy,
In upperlake on minnows and
do-jigs; black bass good ..in
12th Street; Murray, or call him at 753-6439.
upper lake on shallow runners
at run-ins; white bass good on
Find out how you can make
do-jigs and spinners in creek
mouths on main river; clear to
the Navy pay off for you.
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murky to muddy; falling, 21
2
/
feet above summer pool, 57 degrees.
Dewey—Crappie on minnows
----towesubmerged cover.; muddy,
- falling one-half foot above sumRemington-Browning
mer pool, 53 degrees.
All
Rough River
Winchester
Black bass
C.A.11113
good on deep runners and artificial nightcrawlers; crappie
fair in south fork on Minnows
Our New Gun Department
around stickups; clear to mur-Remington -Federal
ky to muddy, rising, three feet
Hunting 8 Fishing
Is Now Open! -below summer pool, 54 degrees.
Licenses
Winchester
Buckhorn — Black bass on
.
.-..'"7-,01111111111
minnows around rocky points;
All Makes of -Guns •
Camping * Fishing *
Archery
▪when it was almost
muddy, falling fast, 17 feet beroehran lands a battling farm pond bass last Saturda‘ during high NA tads
Allen
%ULL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!
low summer pool, 54 degrees.
iStaff Photos by Jerry
Equipment
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too minds to fish the lake.
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Twins Spoil World Champion A's Opener 8-3 Oliva Homers
By HERSCHEI. NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Tony Oliva made home run
history as a designated hitter
Friday night but the Minnesota
rivins were just as happy over
a couple of designated outfielders.
Oliva, who played in only 10

ne National
streams with
and seven
which are
ill with sub-

the sub-adult
gram is to
I type fishing
doesn't mind

games last season after a pair
of knee operations, smashed a
two-run homer off Oakland's
Catfish Hunter in the first inning, his first since 1971, and
outfielders Larry Hisle and Jim
Bolt added solo blasts as the
Twins spoiled the A's opening
game as baseball's workl

champions 8-3
The three other games on the
opening day of the American
League season also featured
long ball.
Carlton Fisk belted two
homers, one a grand slam, and
drove in six runs as the Boston
Red Sox shelled the New York

Yankees 15-5; Baltimore's
Brooks Robinson drove in four
runs with a pair of homers and
Don Baylor delivered a homer,
triple and two doubles in the
Orioles' 10-0 rout of the Milwaukee Brewers and Frank
Robinson homered on the first
pitds he aaw In his return to

Leron Lee, who had tied the
Roberto Clemente—"No. 21" Pirates opened their 1971 Na- clutch relief pitching in the with a two-out single to short
game
with a base hit in the
the
with
home
beat
Mets
raced
the
then
as
inning
and
tional League baseball season eighth
circled in black.
sixth inning, sent home the win"Now I know he is really Friday with a 7-5 triumph over Philadelphia and Steve Carlton. winning run as Cedeno drilled a
Carlton, a 27-game winner Cecil Upshaw pitch up the left- ning run with an eighth-inOhng
gone...now I know I am the the St. Louis Cardinals.
In Friday's other games, the test year, wasn't in his 1972 Cy center field alley in Atlanta single as San Diego rallied for
rightfielder," said Manny Sangthree runs to beat Los Angeles.
New York Mets stopped the Young Award-winning form. He Stadium.
uillen.
MilFelix
to
double
a
up
gave
the
3-0;
Phillies
posiPhiladelphia
the
playing
Sanguillen,
tion once occupied by Cle- Chicago Cubs defeated the ian and Jones' first homer in
mente, swallowed a fly ItoU for Montreal Expos 341 the Hous- tbe third inning, then was
the last out of the game as the ton Astraii nudged the Atlanta tagged for another-Tones blast
Braves 2-1 in 13 innings and the in the seventh.
Sea ver, a Cy Young winner in
San Diego Padres trimmed the
I, Garvin Phillips, as candidate for the office of
Los Angeles Dodgers 4-2. In the 1969, looked the role for the
Jailer of Calloway County, would like to introduce
American League, it was Bos- first seven innings—allowing
myself to you the _PEOPLE.
By BRUCE LOWITT
without NHI, scoring leader
ton 15, New York 5; Baltimore Just four hits. Then he gave up
I am the son of Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Phillips of
Writer
Phil Esposito, out of action
10, Milwaukee 0; California 3, a pinch double to Bill Robinson Associated Press Sports
Route 5, Murray. My mother was the former Cozy
For the Boston Bruins, Buf- with ligament damage to his
Kansas City 2 and Minnesota, 8 and later, he walked Del Unser
Outland, the daughter of the late Rob and Ada
3. Rain postponed and put men on first and third falo Sabres and St. Louis Blues, right knee.
City
Kansas
Outland. My father was the son of the late Jim and
split 26 rebounds.
on
for
tonight begins "hang
a game between the Texas with two out.
The Sabres, the young CindeMandy Phillips. I have five brothers and five sisters,
Baltimore's Archie Clark
That's when McGraw came your life" time. For Phila- rella team of these playoffs,
Chicago White
and
Rangers
of whom reside in Calloway County.
most
10
and
points
21
chipped in with
in to put out the fire, inducing delphia and Minnesota, the Na- are having trouble with the flySox.
I have one son Shane, age 10.
assists.
quarterLeague
As the Pirates prepared to pinch-hitter Deron Johnson to tional Hockey
ing Frenchmen of Montreal.
I served in the Korean Conflict for two years,
In Chicago, forwards Chet
final playoffs resume as a best But they're hoping their own
Clemente on the foul out.
play
without
months, of which was in Korea, where I held
fourteen
combined
Love
Walker and Bob
The Cubs scored their tying three-out-of-five series.
18
in
time
first
can
the
line
for
team
rank
of sergeant in the Medical Corps.
Connection"
the
"French
for 54 points to give the Bulls
The Bruins, the defending begin to click as they return to
seasons, he was on the minds and winning runs on basesMy residence is on Route 5,, Murray, which is in the
their first playoff victory
- s president of
of 51,695 adoring fans at the loaded walks to Randy Hundley Stanley Cup champions, skate theft''home ice for weekend
New Concord area, where Than served a
against the takers in two seaand Rick Monday in the ninth Into New York to face a squad games against the Canadiens,
Pittsburgh ballpark.
the New Concord Parents Club for two years. I have
sons.
His uniform was officially re- inning. f,teliever Mike Marshall of Rangers which, after skidd- who beat them 2-1 and 7-3.
been active in the parents club for the past twelve
Also instrumental was Chiprior to the first pitch and gave up both walks as the Cubs ing erratically through the final
years, and am still active.
tired
Lakers'
handle
to
cago's ability
St. Louis comes home to reweeks of the regular season,
came back from a 2-1 deficit.
three
and
mother
widow,
At the present time I operate the Phillips' Bros
his
Chiguards Jerry West and Gail
Cesar Cedeno drove home outmuscled, outplayed and out sume its series against
Clean-Up Shop located at 511 So. 3rd St.
young sons received a long,
champion
Goodrich, who had teamed for
West
Divisiqn
cago's
When elected I am prepared to serve the office on a
standing ovation from the Tommy Helms with the win- goaltended Boston on its home
112 points in the two Los Angening run with two out in the ice for 6-2, 4-2 triumphs last Black Hawks, who squeezed
full
time basis. I will be for the PEOPLE and will at all
crowd.
after lamles victories. In game No. 3,
home 13th inning to give the Astros Wednesday and Thursday past the Blues 1-0
cooperate with our law inforcement agencies,
two
hit
Jones
times
Cleon
the backcourt duo was limited
basting them 7-1 in the first
with no Brutality.
runs and Tug McGraw saved their dramatic victory over the nights. To make it worse for
to 32 points.
game.
I feel that I am qualified for this office due to my
Tom Seavtr's victory with Braves Helms opened the rally the Bruins, they'll have to go
The Bulls, who had been havexperience in actual contact with people of all types. I
ing trouble off the boards, outfully believe in fair treatment for all PEOPLE.
rebounded the Lakers 52-46.
I am a member of the Good Shepard United
Nets' Coach Lou Carnesecca,
Methodist Church, where I have taught Sunday School,
who is leaving the pro ranks to
and am now assistant Chairman of the administrative
return to St. John's University
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
board.
next season, saw the Cougars
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE WILL BE
reel off 16 straight points in the
73-70; Grier
first period./ to - wrap up the
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) — pion Bob Goalby,
GREATLY APPRECIATED.
game early.
When Gay Brewer sees green— Jones, 71-72; Britain's Peter
Carolina had eight players in the color of U.S. currency and Oosterhuis, 73-70, and Masashi
Paid Political advertising by
double figures, including Tom also the color of the Masters' "Jumbo" Ozaki, the long-hitGarvin Phillips Chairman
player
baseball
Owens, who had 26 points and jacket—he Aty$ all sorts of ting former
— Open 12:00 AA. Till 6 P.M. —
Route 5, Murray, Ky.
iroin,I.o&yo, 660, all_tied at
15 rebounds in- just 24 minutes things -11•PPOn,
143.
of play.
The adrenalin starts flowThe even par 144 group inKentucky's-big men Artis Gil- ing,— the 41-year-old veteran
more and Dan Issel contrelled says. "I get uervous and 5- cluded tour stalwarts Gardner
Dickinson, 74-70; Jim Jamie.both the boards and the scoring cited. I concelitrate more.
son, 73-71; Mason Rudolph.
I' tilt
in gaining a 3-1 edge over Vir- swing im
72-72; young John Miller, 75-69
ginia. Each scored 22 points, greater ease.
the same total reached by
Brewer was the man most and New Zealand's left-handed
teammate Rick Mount.
players feared as the 37th Mas- Bob Charles, 74-70.
Arnold Palmer and Lee
ters Golf Tournament went into
who leads the year's
Trevino,
today
the last-half showdown
parade with
with a four-way tie at the head money-winning
were hang$100,000,
than
more
defending
and
pack
elite
the
of
deft
149.
on,,
ing
putter
Nicklaus'
champion Jack
remarkable
a
played
Brewer
sputtering.
eagleNicklaus stumbled to a five- round, starting with an
second
555-yard
the
at
three
five
him
left
over-par 77 that
a threeshots_Pack of Brewer and a trio hole where he laced
of the hole.
of .other tour regulars tied at wood within a foot
141—Tommy Aaron, Bob Dick- He played the last 11 holes in
in his
son and J. C. Snead. But the six under par, knocking
20-foot putt on
big move was made by Brewer, last birdie with a
who stormed back from an the 17th.
He gave credit also to new
opening 75 with a brilliant sixwoods he was
under-par 66 that allowed him graphite-shafted
as light
twice
"They're
using.
heavthe
on
shots
11
to pick up
strong as
ily favored Nicklaus, bidding and 12 times as
steel," he said. "I can drive the
for his fifth Masters crown.
ball 20 to 30 yards farther."
the
all
was
surge
Brewer's
Fifty-seven players. who shot
more remarkable when one
the cut
considers that this time a year 151 and under Survived
and
today
rounds
the
final
for
hosAugusta
an
in
was
ago he
Roger W. Jones
Sunday, which will be televised
pital fighting a gastric ulcer.
Going into today's third by CBS-TV. The most promiFour years, seven magistrates, one road and bridge commissioner, and one county
round, only five other players nent casualties were former
chamOpen
British
and
U.S.
were
besides the four leaders
detective ago I was defeated by your present County Judge. I would like to take this opunder Augusta's par and five pion Tony Jacklin of England,
portunity to thank you who voted for me and to say to you who did not that there are no ill
were even. Puerto Rico's Chi former U.S. amateur champion
Feelings.
Chi Rodriguez, chipping in for Deane Semen and Canadaian
I am the son of Fred and Grace Jones who now reside in Hardin. Kentucky. I am married to
barely
missing
all
Cowan,
Gary
birdies on the final two holes
the former Edna Earl Hobbs, and we have three children—Susan, a sophomore at Murray
and using only 22 putts, was a at 152.
two
final
the
for
forecast
The
State University; Nancy, a junior at Calloway County High School; and Allan, a seventh
72-70with
shot out of the lead
142, followed by former chain- days wee rain.
grader at Almo.
school education in
Born in 1919 at Dexter, Kentucky, I received my grade school and high
having a B. S. in,
University,
State
Calloway County schools. I am a graduate of Murray
as teacher and
education
to
devoted
were
life
my
of
government and history. Twenty years

NHL Quarter-Finals Get
Underway Again Tonight

Hawks Reduce Celts Lead
To 2-1 In Quarter-finals
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By FRED ROTHENBERG
The Atlanta Hawks staged a
little tea party in Boston Friday night—but the Hawks got
all the tea while the Boston
Qelties were left muddling the
. dregs of sympathy.
The Hawks steeped the Boston Celtics 118-105 and gained
their first National Basketball
Association quarter-final round
victory to reduce Boston's
series lead to 2-1.
If In Friday night's other NBA
playoff action, Baltimore avertelimination in the best-of-7
.
edif
by defeating the Knicks
series
97-89 and the Chicago Bulls
topped the Lakers 96-86 to close
' WI Angeles' playoff margin to
2-1.
Over in the American Basketball Association, the New York
Nets became the first playoff
casualty losing to the Carolina
Cougars in five games, this
time by a score of 136-113. Kentucky gained . a 3-1 advantage
with a 108-90 victory over the
Virginia Squires.
Atlanta's Pete Maravich and
Lou Hudson found the final period to their liking to the tune
of 21 points. Hudson 'eventually
totalled 37 points for his night's
work while Maravich had 24.
The Bullets never trailed as
Elvin Hayes scored 34 points
and combined siTth Wes Unseld
to control the boards. They

f
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For Your Drug, Prescription and
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uipment
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For
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New York's Ron Blomberg
actually was the first designated hitter in major league
history—for trivia buffs the
time was 1.53 p.m., EST— when
he walked with the bases
loaded in the first inning to
drive across the first run by a
designated hitter.

Pirates Open Season With 7-5 Win Over Cards; Mets Winners
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
They said, "Play ball," and
the Pittsburgh Pirates charged
from the dugout onto the field
in their gleaming white uniforms, laced in black and gold.
The left side of the sleeve,
high up near the shoulder. carried a reminder of the late

it forest fires

the Al. to start the California
Angels and fireballing Nolan
Ryan to a 3-2 triumph over the
Kansas City Royals.
The Chicago White Sox and
Texas Rangers were rained out
while the Detroit Tigers and
Cleveland Indians get under
way today.

Ky.

County Judge'

* SPECIAL!! *
fiX

To the people of Calloway County
TO THE PEOPLE OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
The sheriff's office is an office of dual responsibility.
Responsibility to the people to serve in the best way
possible, and responsibility to uphold the law, so that
the law works for everybody the way It was intended.
The Federal Crime Commission has spent millions of
dollars to train law enforcement officers. I have taken
advantage of this training in the past and I intend to
take more courses in the future.
The sheriff is a law enforcement officer, he does not
the
make the laws, nor does he usurp the power of
court in upholding them. He, of all people must work
within the framework of the law
A sheriff should know when he is legal and when he is
not, whether or not he needs a warrant. He doesn't
always have time to ask someone else what his job is
and how to do it. Part of his job is peace officer, officer
of the court, peace maker, tax collector, witness and
friend of the people.
atn he is needed
He is the man whose duty it is to come
important do
mere
and
weather,
or
regardless of time
_
his job when he gets there.
of the responI ask for your vote, with full knowledge
— .
efflee.t..•
this
sibiles of
.411[10
.
v
COUNT
VOTE
- MAKE YOUR
7,Murray,
Pkol-..ad. paid for by Charles D. Kemp,Route

_

Grade School
and

High School
Students
3gametl °°
—Mon., April 9, thru Fri., April 13From 9 a.m. until 11 p.m.
Except Wednesday from 3:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
which is set aside for
— RED PIN SPECIAL —

* 10% DISCOUNT'
on Bens - Bags - Shoes
Bought During the Month of April

Corvette Lanes,inc.
1415.Maia-Street

Phone 153-2202

principal in the Marshall County school system.
years, three years of
I entered the U. S. Army in 1941 and there spent four and one half
campaign.
Philippine
which were overseas duty in New Guinea and in the
If you elect me as your County Judge this May. I pledge to you these services:
I. Your office, that of the County Judge, will be kept open six days a
week.
2. Your County Judge, whose salary is paid by you the tax payer,'will be
in this office to serve all of the people of Calloway County six days a
week.
3. Since the people of Murray voted that Murray would remain dry, I
beliey'e that alcoholic beverage's should not be sold in this County,'and
as long as the people believe this way about this matter, I will do
everything in my power to see that these law breakers are punished.
4. Any hiring or firing of county workers will be voted upon by the four
magistrates and the ('ounty Judge= not the County Judge alone.
5. Every citizen of this county will be treated equally, regardless of
.,
financial or social standing.
County
the
from
no
personal
be
conducted
will
business
There
G.
Judge's ofcice
There are other subjects which I will want to discuss with the people of Calloway Count at
a later ate.
..
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— • •
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Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . ..
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NOTK,E

NOTICE

NOTICE

gallon or
TWO BEDROOM unfurnishea ONE BEDROOM apartment, air WANT TO BUY 1000
pump.
with
sRFINgt3
tank
water
tMi
a
utilities
partial
larger
- 0
apartment, wall to wall car- conditioned,
A7C
CIM1 tiltA/IMMO MB peting, good location. No lease furnished. Phone 753-9741. Al3C Phone 474-2756.
required. $120.00 per month.
April 26C FURNISHED HOUSE, four WANT TO BUY 15 to 40 acres
i
"
Phone 753-4331.
CimannWORtni
41*
ono
rooms and bath. Paneled rooms. with or without buildings. Write
win
835.00 per month. Phone 753details to Lon Kernley, Blood
ini
TWO BEDROOM furnished E920.
AlOC River Boat Bock, Route 5, 01;
15M0 MOW
trailer, air conditioned, 1 mile
A7P
Murray,Rentucky.
from Murray. Garbage pick up AVAILABLE MAY 5, two
:k
COMMOM 020M00
and water furnished. $85.00 per bedroom apartment, central heat WILL BUY or trade old guns,
SWIM
ovum
month. Phone Cadiz 522and air, wall to wall carpeting, used guns or new guns. Phone 'At
Al6C
39 Land
A9C
E332.
29 Floats in air
outlet for washer and dryer. 753-6940.
measure
30
Phone
A13C
Sesame
753-9741.
41
31 Restaurant
WANT TO BUY used portable :
NICE CLEAN two bedroom
12 Roman
32 Onslaughts
k
bronze
dishwasher.Phone 753-6862. A9C
33 Rows
--mobile home, city water, jarBEDROOM house,
fur THREE
24,. r r ALAI _
_
44 34tA011
mowing
and
pp,
16 Victorian
alsoone bedroom trailer, ap38 Single
nished. $70.00 per month. Couples proximately Smiles from Murray AN OUT of state couple wants 3-4
Order tablor
performance
or two persons only. Phone 753- Phone 753-6753 after 4:00
bedrooms, two baths, dining
to
A7C
'5
8216, after 5:00 p.m.
A1C facilities, double garage, prefers
13
city, wants 7ossession June 1,
12
TWO BEDROOM house, water SUITE OF offices on South 5th or August 1-will be in Murray
17
3 16
furnished. On Concord Highway Street, ground floor. Consists of 5 after April 15 to buy. tall Wilson
HELP WANTED
about 1.4 mile from city limits. rooms and private bath. Contact Realty 753-3263 if you have such
70
.A7C
Phone 753-7143,,,
A7C property or call Loretta Jobs, 753L.D.Miller, 753-5000.
A t200 reward is offered to information leading to the
E079 or Wayne Wilson 75301 R ROOM house located in FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 3263
arrest and conviction of the person or persons responsible
ITC
I vnn Grove See or call Rupel living room, kitchen, bathroom
for the theft of a TA'. stereo-tape and records from the
_
‘9C
Taylor 435-4465
room of my son, Rill Bowling,on the weekend of February
and shower and bath. One or two AN ARKANSAS family moving to
for
opening
immediate
Has
?3, 1973. These music instruments were stolen from Room
32 33
a
or
tri-level
a
desires
bedrooms.
ApartMurray
Zimmerman
BUILDING, 30'x50', air comdraftsmen. Experience
117 White Hall at Murray State University. Any intwo
bedrooms,
3
with
16th
house
Street,
753ments,
South
16
pressor furnished. Phone 753- 6609.
desired, but not necessary.
formation should be given to the Murray Police DepartJune, will
possession
baths,
M4Y9C
A9C
•
3018.
Send resume of your
ment.
arrive last of April to buy.
qualifications to
CONTROL
at
Wayne
'PEST
Contact Loretta or
47 Grief
AO
furnished
ROOM
Ken Smith
THREE
ITC
FOR THE best in pest control Wilson Realty 753-3263.
3460 Yeiser Street Paducah, Ky. 42001
44 Portions of
air conditioned. 1610
apartment,
Box 1059
P.O.
45
46
Al
rriedicone
termite control call
43
and
service
College Farm Road, Phone 753Paris, Tenn. 38242.
Superior Exterminating Com- AN ILLINOIS couple retiring in
DOWN
44
O.*
Wert Lif /ASTI@ CAM,
47
1600, No pets. Coupler or teachers pany,
May 3C Murray desires a three bedroom
753-7266.
If You
7'ew )10011.11/00.
A7P
preferred.
1 Smaller
or
acres
five
with
Inc
frame
Syndicate.
or
brick
Feature
United
Mgr by
: OPPORTUNITY for
CliEMist
more outside of city. Possession
M.11 EASTER
_
graduate chemist for work in Mama
YELUNG AND
EVERLMOD
in Murray at
1'1 %NI I'.
je224121 ‘242.1 . cif
Fall-arriving
LITTLE
50
24E5
RERUN EiT5
CHARLIE 54‘11101
of speciality
Please Phone
laboratory
control
CREAMING.. WE MU5T
Wilson Realty April 21. Call 153ANODIER WALK THEW CAN'T
DO ,411U REALIZE
--ti.}214N2N6 THE 5TA/24..E4 COP
chemical manufactures, located
*
JelZela..rt
tERLN
ITC
HIM!
753-5086.
or
TO
or
Your
3263 753-6079
frCi4
tA)E WIN!
ABOUT TO
in Western Kentucky. ExA6AiN: 12/ERE FiR5T
WIN OUR
perience in instrumental analysis
bitlidFXSEAliaL7
FAMILY DESIRES older home
,1EAR - -the - Gospel
such as AA, IR, etc. desirable, COMEL-1
with at least 1,-2 stories. Prefers
necessary. Applicant preached nightly at the West
not
but
..a
basement, but not a necessity.
should submit complete resume Murray church of Christ, 7:30
Prefers a Cape Cod. Give Loretta
If No Results:A7C
0
Itlillt_W 1
and salary requirements to P.O. p.m.
or Wayne a call at 753-3263, 753A13C
Ky.
Phone
ITC Box 32-X, Murray,
E079 or 753-5086.
e-7
WANTED SOMEONE to tear
WANT A second income? For down partially burnt house. See
A COLLEGE professor desires
BLONDIE
to work part time, set or call Fred or Dan Gardner 753opportunity
Before 5:00 p.m,
with
home
three-four bedroom
71Darsie Says L. v.'s sots a> FtA11-4ER STAY
,0••11
have financial 5319 or 753-5644.
hours,
own
TS TAKING
A 10C
OUT a
CLEAN
Possession
AND
park.
1.40124
near
baths,
two
LJKE
WOULDN'T
2
Then
HIM AN AWFULLY
security. Phone 753-1470. Mayl1C
HALL
HERB,140W AGOUT GOING
TO GO TO Ti4I
. August 1-Arriving in Murray at
LONG MAE
JET
TO A STAG PARTY
sTA8 PARTY,
p.m. and
530
15.
April
of
week
After
Realty
Wilson
WITH ME AT MY
DAGWOOD
DESIRE HARD working male YOU ARE invited to the Gospel
Call Loretta Jobs or Wayne
LODGE TOMOGMT"? •
for farm service and truck tire Meeting now in progress at the
Until 630 Imn.
Wilson at 753-3263, 753-6079 or 753at Ewing Tire West Murray church of Christ,'
1TC repair. Inquire
5086.
Service, 808 Coldwater Road. No 7;30 nightly.
A7C
0
_ phone calls.
Al0C •
AUTOS FOR SALE---1wanted,
VOLKSWAGEN 1971 Super BABY-SITTER
9:00
Friday,
through
Monday
•••••
,••••11.10
Beetle. Has steel belted radial
+ tires, ratio. Phone 737-All or se .in.till 5:00 p.m. Phone 753AlOC
3939.
"
at 401 College Courts.
•
SS for Oak
DODGE 1969 RT, 383 engine, WAIITLITPWAITRE
THE PHANTOM
power steering, and brakes, four Point Restaurant, near Paris
-- speed, factory tape, $1250.00. Landing State Park. Must furnish
Irs, fonee WAS - *10Ktro THE sattoP" 144
in
Phone 762,3746 days. Can see own transportation. Apply
•fk ROEBERY
KILLED A JUNGLE
Al3C
PAIR
AN OVER
anytime at 1625 Hamilton. AIIP WAAL
2

leave out
3 atalaiLlia(rnent
-------1 Brown as bread 4 Compass wall
b Common KM
5 Marched
Plate
6 Man s name
11 Cut lumber
war god
,
12 Wears away
14 Dolphinlilke
8 Meesure or
cetacean
wekght
15 Made of oats
9 Mans nickname
17 Note of scale
10 Sea nyr4ph
18 Small amount
19 Desires greatly• 11 Country of Assa
13 Junctures
Afternoon
20
16 Simians "
Party
at a
21 College degree 19 Sod.? rptI
vessel
Pow )
Quaver
20
22 Stage extra
22 Blemished
(coilog
23 Attempts
23 Decorate
25 Country ol
24 Three base
Europe
hits
26 More danws
piateA.
26 COPfking
)
'mutt,
27 Narrated
28 Dmontshed
28 Caudal
gradually
appendage
29 Quarrels
31 Site of
a
Wing Arthur I
palace
34 Lubricates
35 Sleeveless
4
cloaks
36 Symoot t.
18
I nickel 37 Qne no matte
*Poch
21
31 More secure
39 Peer Gynt's
24
mother
40 Registered
27
nurse (abbr
41 Newry drinker 79 30
42 Genus of ma;.
43 Pertaining to
34
old age
46 Turns inside
AL

REAL f

seti * SEASONAL OPENING *

man mmoNo non

April 7

ARRNAINias
moo
nn nnommon mo

4,4

Country Opera House

Small fi
from K
and pl
Reason

-..!
..

Aurora, Ky.

Jct. 80 & 68

49 won(
home.
blackte
for yot

& Western S le Show

From E
wester
bedroo
carpeti
want ti
scape.
$16,000

$P.
8-10 P.M. 0:..7.4:xoc.ff
.:*:A3C4Ct.C.2
7:07.#:#*.X3COK*7.4::*::*:*:A.W.CA:sr.*:3e

Lingle
Corporation

I

••
$200 REWARD!!

JO
208-(Si

Goorge Bowling

John c.
(Res.

The

Miss Your Paper

SEVENTY
room frar
located 7 r
Phone 753.

aper Carrier
First

FIFTY F(
fence are
acres in p
rest in go
ideal catt
large met
with runni
stables, ci
chute. Bla
miles fron
Palestine
interested
Alfred Du
the firm n

753-1916

753-7278

TWO BEI
four mil(
Phone 435.

ATTENTION--FARMERS!
For YourXirain_Storage
Call
Your READ Dealers

W. E. NEALE
• 489-2630

"RS ^60-

1-

1970 TORINO GT, two door WANTED COUPLE or man to
hardtop, power steering, power live with elderly man. Phone
-- brakes, vinyl roof. Good eon- Hardin 437-4441 after 4:00 _
_
_
dition, Reduced:W
ARR-VOIJ hard to cilia at
, '
Phone 753-0310
home? Or don't have an-Avon
'MUSTANG, 1965 convertible, V8 INTERVIEWERS WANTED for representative? Call 753- ur §peed, 65,000 miles, $5410.00. part time telephone survey work. 7284.
'AlOC
969 Impala Custom two door Not a selling. job. Give phone
hardtop, 350 engine, power and, number and state if private or
WANTED TO RENT
air.$1300.00. Phone 767-2458. AlIC party line. Air mail letter inexBUICK,1967 Electra Custom, two cluding education, work
WANT TO RENT two bedroom
of
door. Power steering and brakes, perience and names references house, preferrably furnished on
to
DepartSurveys
Overnight
conair conditioned. Excellent
lake in Kenlake and Jonathan
dition. Phone 492-8459 after 5:00 ment, American Research Creek area. Phone 753-4885 or 7534320
Bureau,
Road,
Arnmenciale
A9C
p.m.
2739.
Al2C
Beltsville, Maryland 20705. A7P

BEATLE BAILEY
GUE55 WHAT, PLATO...
(
NEXT 5UNDAY THE CHAPLAIN
15 &ONE TO TELL U5 THE
MLA'5 CROOK MAKE

SWAY it

FORD, 1969, one owner. Four
door with vinyl roof, tight blue,
all power, 25,000 actual miles.
Phone 753-5454 after 4:00
A9C
p.m.

*THE tuAdES
Of SIN"
C2.1API.Aik
41-444001.A66

ATTENTION LADIES: Applications now being acceptedlifor
full tr part time work. Set your
own hours. For interview call 7530285 between 2:00 and 5:00
A9C
GMC TRUCK, 1983)-5000 Series p.m.
with 32' flatbed trailer and
lowboy, new motor, good tires. •
See before 2:00 p.m. or after 5:00
near
Casey
p.m. Junior
Has immediate opening for
A9P
Dukedom,Tenn.
2 experienced machinist.
Outstanding opportunities
CHEVROLET, 1966 pickup truck,
for qualified individuals.
Mechanically
conditoned.
air
Call:
5:00
after
good. Phone 492-8459
Tony DIVito
A9C
p.m.
642-9161 or
Write P.O. Box 1059
GLASSMATE FISHING BOAT,
Paris, Tenn.
16 and trailer 140 H.P. Mercury
for an interview
1972 model, fully equipped with
accessories. Phone 753-6995. A9C

LINGLE CORP.

NANCY
.11P.sAen.r/d_kpun

CAN YOU OPEN
THESE SARDINES
T
(
PLEASE ?--- I LOST
THE

KEY

well111111441110
row
, us
•two.,orb.,

as

LIU ABNER
MENACE OUR
MILLIONAIRES"HD
'IOU MEKIAcE THE
VERY FASKIC OF
AmERICA2.4
•
50CIET7!.

-p47

PONTIAC 1966 Catalina, power WANTED BABY-SITTER
steering, power brakes and air Phone 753-6345 from 8:00 a.m. till
conditioning. Reasonable. Phone 3:00p.m. and after 9:00p.m. A7C
A7C
753-7609, after 5:00 p.m.
YOUNG MAN for general kitchen
CHEVROLET, 1965 Sports Van, Work, must be neat, efficient, and
step in windows. Ford Fairlane free to work weekends. No phone
500, 1963. Both very good con- calls. Apply Colonial House
Al2C
dition. Solos Market, Highwai 69 Smorgasbord.
North, Cottage Grove, Tenn. A7C
1965 CHEVY V8 automatic pow*
\ WAITRESS1
steering Call 436-2406 after 5:M1
WANTED
A9P
pin
%
HAZEL
CAFE
OLDSMOBILE 1965 - 98 IS, or O P ne 192-978
would trade for fishing outfit
AIOP EXPERIENCED WAITRESS AP
Phone 753-6614.
afternoon shift. Must be neat and
---7-vz5pcsifxgrx-B77, elf3130r.rt . apprmarrulte/r35-1tourT
sun roof, $650.00. Phonea7S3-1440 Weuk(Iooir Working conditions.
or. can be seen at 1609 Locust Noi,phone calls. Apply Colonial
Al3P House Smorgasbord.
A IOC
Drive.

0

WANT TO RENT three or four
bedroom cottage on Kentucky
Lake, June 1 through June 10
A9C
Phone 767-2549.

LI

COM

DE
TR)
Sealed bit
-__Ibe Bores
Office,Fra

JOE BEDWELL
898-3692

GOOD NEWS! A Gospel Meeting
is in progress at-the West Murray
church of Christ, 7:30 nightly,
and you are invited.
A7C

NOTICE
Effective April 1st
Dr. Denham's
office will be closed
all day Saturday
open Mon. thru Fri.
9-5.

WANT TO RENT three bedroom
unfurnished house near downtown area. Need by May 1: Mae
HO*, phone 753-3582 days, or
7534705 nights.
A1ONC

•

Time on '
1973,-K ii
publicly o
improverr
CALLOW
3008(3),S
Murray.
Lanes at
mile) ani
(0.073 TM;
0.257 m
Bitumin(
Class I al

Bid Prolx
be avail
EASir..11
the day o
Division
Procuren
Bid prop
prequel
Remitter
Treasure
accomp
posals.

HAPPY ADS I

CA
FOR DAILY Delivery of
Paducah Sun Democrat on Old
Murray St Paris Road or Locust
Grove Road, phone Cortez Byers, •
753-6.354
A9C

SMILE TODAY
. Serneen,
•n ir221221 91
404101W

FOR SALE OR REN I
MOBILE HOME, 10'x42', nice,
air conditioned. Located in
University Heights Mobile Home
Park. Sale price $1850.00. Phone
753-6406 or 753-1566.
A9C

If you want to wish
someone a happy birthday....congratulate
MUSIC
on
their
friends
engagement.. send anPIANO TUNING and Repair.
niversary greetings to your
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
folks., congratulate
new
Piano Technician
craftsman
pareots...or just say
Guild.
TFC
"hello" el a special way,
use a "HAPPY AD" laThe
PIANO
TUT•IING-hepairLedger - Times want ads. [
rebuilding. Prompt expert serThey're fun....aod lees-peoslye.too, Just 8145 for 1 42 Nic12.15 YeaSAILPerienCe...
pianos for sale. Ben W Dyer.
inch.o Call 753-1916 and
make someone Happy.
,Murray, Kentucky. Phone 7538911
S.
TEC

We va
opportun
Callowa3
their cor
family. I
5 times
grafted
Thursda,
and he i
pected.
wonderfi
every
derstand
grafts at
We wo
Dee Ho
Murray
alert aro
for Er)
Lowery,
Pauline
Evans,
and Mr.
J.H. Chi
It isi
that yot
we W0111
church
Please
Bill al
Eric.]
.s
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES
wa.

NO-

SATURDAY-APRIL 7,

NO.

Call'
753.1916 Sell

It

With A Classified Ad

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REALE.STATE FOR SALE

SMALL FARMS
Smallfarms 5 to 8 acres located on blacktop road, only a mile
from Kentucky Lake. Each have long road frontage. Electric
and phone service is available. Near Chandler Park.
Reasonably priced.
MEDIUM SIZE FARM
49 wonderful acres with attractive two bedroom brick veneer
home. 26 acres in pasture with good fencing. Located on
blacktop road just west of New Concord. This farm is ready
for your spring farming.
HILLTOP HOME
From a high hilltop you can see New Concord below and the
western part of the Blood River embayment. The five
bedroom brick veneer home newly remodeled complete with
carpeting, air conditioners,and patio is so attractive you will
want to spend all your time at home just enjoying the landscape. The four acres and home can be yours for only
$16,000.00.

II
••
the
ible
the
ars
m
in
rt-

John C. Neubauer
Real Estate
208 South Fourth Street
(Swann Building)
John ('. Neubauer, Broker
(Res. phone 753-7531)

Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-0101
Robert W Rodgers, Salesman
(Res. phone 753-71161

Farm, Lake and Residential Property
The Only Murray Realtor LiCensed to Sell Real
Estate in Both Kentucky and Tennessee

aper

..

• ne
SEVENTY ACRE farm, has six
room frame house, with bath,
located 7 miles north of Murray.
Phone 7534710.
A9C

ner
Its:
16

. .

AUCTION SAM

FOR SALE

Another View

FREE!

(Shaped Notes)

SONG BOOKS

70343$2

No

PRE-EASTER SALE

‘
4111;
41

SERVICES OFFERED

Brown & Black
...mob •

Baggett Home
Improvement Co.
RL 1 Box 40
Buchanan, Tenn.
Ph. 642-4974

Suede Boots

Chuckle Boots
Reg. '29.97

O.
•••••

s 16"

41

fighls-.I
,

KNOCK IT OFF, PAT. I'LL EXPLAIN 1116 P:51ROAST -TO CON6RESS 50ME HOW. 11
SERVICES OFFERED

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceilin Tile

1

FOR SALE

2 & 3 Tones

Reg. '26.95

very o
at on Old
or Locust
tez Byers, A9C
N1
x42', nice,
cated in
I
le Home
.00. Phone
A9C

Repair.

• • gistered
echnician
TFC
Repairxpert see-

599'

Hiking

Boots & Shoes
Reg. '18.97 s950
Men's & Boys High Heel

s1 350

Boots

'14"

2 Tones & Solids Reg. 29.97
- BOOTS FOR EVERY ACTIVITY UNDER THE SUN -

VERNON'S Boot Ft Shoe Store
4th & Sycamore

TWO BEDROOM mobile home,
extra clean, right on lot
overlooking Kentucky Lake. Air MOBILE HOME, 12':65'-1972 NEW 19" color Television, $299.95
conditioned, utility pole, 8'x16' Luxury, double insulated. Two while they last. Ftoby Sales, Highporch, underpenned, concrete bedrooms carpeted throughout, way 68, Benton, Kentucky. May
walk, fences, T.V. antenna. heavy duty G.E. washer and 2C
Phone 436-2294.
Al2C dryer. Large parlor bedroom.
Located on Kentucky Lake.
* FOR SALE *
FORD DISC, 7' flex hitch. Ex- Phone 753-0016 or 753-5475. AlOP
1973 12:70
Jefferson
cellent condition. Phone 43STrailer. Entire contents
4301.
A9C MOBILE HOME, 1972 Atlantic,
goes withit. Must sell soon.
12'x50' still for sale. Completely
furnished, with air conditioner,
753-002A
FORD FERGUSON tractor, 2 washer and dryer, underpeniung
12 Ford economy plows, one row and 500 gallon gas tank. Phone FENCE SALE-Chain link
cultivator, three point hitch, disc 489-2570.
A9P fencing now on sale at Sears. Call
harrow, Ford mower. Phone
.Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free
Zelna Farris 492-8634 after 6:00
I estimate. Expert installation also
p.m.
A9P
available.

Ph. 753 9885
ARMSTRONG'S best one 1st 4 piy
nylon whitewall tires.
775 x 14 or 15" - $16.60 + $2.11,
825 x 14 or 15" - 117.11 +
855 a 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43
Armstrong Custom anpreme 4
ply polyester 76
tires.
0r 15"
HTh
F78 xx 1144 or
15 $81
e0
42
1941
7.40
G78 x 14 or 15" - $18.27 + $2.60

BY OWNER; two wooded lots,i
Sharpe Street, beside Dark°
. DEPENDABLE WATCH and
near schools. snoPPulK centers clock repair. See Clifton Paschall
omp e
ome
university. Phone 0061 549-'of Murray-Lynn Grove HighRemodeling
2494.
MaylIC way mile north of Scotty's
FREE
FIFTY FOUR au-es, woven wire
-Grocery.
A7P
•
fence around entire farm. 40 BY OWNER new brick three
•
oug on
acres in permanent pasture, the' bedroom house with living room. CAR BROKE down? Going on a
753-0961
rest in good timber. This is an tchen and utility room, built-in vacation? Business trip? Rent a
$19:70
122 70
orr 15
L
J78 x 14 o
ye, storm doors and windows. new Plymouth. Taylor Motors,
ideal cattle (ann. Good well,
AIR(OMPRESSoRS
large metal garage, small house Located 1612 Catalina Drive. . 753-1372.
Armstrong's best line of
A7C
Salcs & Sen leewith running water, good ponds, $17,500.00. To see this house
polyester glass belted whitewall:I!
tires.
AlOC MUSIC LESSONS; voice or DIXIEI AND COMPRESSOR
stables, corn crib, good loading phone 753-0675.
CO.
F70 x 14 or 15" - '820.30 + $2.54
chute. Blacktop road to farm, 12
piano. Contact Mrs. Lindav
753-3013 Day or Night
miles from Murray, East 94, turn
Wright,489-2553.
07$z 14 or 15" - $20.89 + $2.73'
A7P
All Work Guaranteedand
Palestine Church Road. If in- a
VA LOANS,no down payment for H78 x 14 or 15" • $21.98 + $2.96
Year
70-.243
or
Vacation
WINCHESTER
MODEL
▪
interested phone 753-4838, ask for •
WANT YARDS to mow. MSU
qualified veteran. 12 years to
Around Home
Alfred Duncan. I can show you
student has own Mower. Free FOR ALL your additions- deer rifle, $95.00. Used one
pay. Drive on out almost to J78 a 14 or W'- $22.43 +42.01(
•
On Jonathan Creek
A9P
the farm most anytime.
estimates. Phone 767-4948 bet- remodeling, residential or seaman.Phone 753-6558,
A7C •
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. L78 x 14 or
towt Pxices
- $24.73 + $3.13:
$17,500
•
ween 1:00-4:00 p.m., Monday- commercial. New or old. Free
Bank financing on spot.
Armstrong's best line of
deck,
room,
Living
New
•
THREE
WHITE Toy Poodles.
Ever!'
Friday.
AI1P estimates, Call 753-6123.
Mobile Homes, 3900 South polyester steel belted whitewall
TFC
TWO BEDR0011Lbouse and lot, •
Very tiny. One is bred. One
• complete kitchen, full bath,
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., F
four miles South of Murray. •
tire
78sx.
Limited Quantity
• 3 bedrooms, carpeted and
HOUSE PAINTING-exterior, JERRY'S REFINISHING & female Wire Hair Terrier. All
4434150.
A7C
Phone 43-5805.
A9C 2 furnished.
14 or 15"- $23.13 + $2.61
ARC
registered.
If
interested
Call
interior-city or farm. Quality Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
•
Simmen
Call A.
A7C
14' FISHING boat, motor and
work, reasonable priced. C 8: J South of Murray on Hwy. 641. 753-6488.
20G ROHN
1,•GAL NOTICE
G78 a 14 or 15^ - $24.27 + $187:
▪
Llie Real Estate
•
trailer, with lots of extras.
Painting Contractors. Phone 437- Jerry McCoy, owner. (502j 492H78
x 1410r 15" - $25.58 + $3.10
Auction
$6000
and
Foot
40
$350.00.
Phone
489-2169.
4712.
AlOC
•
May 4P 8837.
TFC FENWICK CVNKEff wet,
COMMONWEALTH OF
)10mittforti 'Polyester gist
Home 354-8353 or
▪
special purpose rod. Will sell for
•
KENTUCKY
Veined wide 70 series with red
Office 474-2717
•
KENT WRIGHTof H & R Block ROY'S LOCKSMITH _Service $15.00. Phiwie 7534602 or 753-3570
ANTENNA
white letters.
DEPARtMENT OF
will do bookkeeping for new or Phone Parts,842-6551.
A7NC
TFC after 5:00p.m.
Reg,, 169.95
'SAVE $$$$
TRANSPORTATION
G70 a 14 or 15" - $23.61. +$2.
old businesses. Prices are
1170x 14 or 15" • $23.81 + $3.0t
Sealed bids will be received by BY OWNER; House, 1318 Poplar, reasonable, and all
POI.F-S,
25',
$3,95
8'
cRErrE
to
on
work WIL DO trash and brush hauling.
Arnistrong nylon glass belted
the Bureau of Highways, at its three bedrooms, living room, guaranteed. Phone
75341204 or Reas(nable_ rains. Phone 753- and heated fence posts. Murray
wide
dtee 60 series with raised white'
'Chain
Link
Fence
office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until dining room, kitchen, utility come by H & Mock
in Illeray 6130 •-----------TFC Lamlagr_rompany, 104 Maple
Range-1$S,
10:00 A.M. - Eastern Standard room, fireplace, garage, nice lot,'for apersonal
Miles
Street:
A7C
M_Mrlan----A9C
- 825.53* Witru tbe With ditcui 060 a
Time on the 30th day of April,' all appliances, including dish
1.60 a 14 or-1r - $28.44. SUS__
1973, at wbktF time bids will be washer, refrigerator, stove, SEMAILESS ALUMINUM gutters SUMMER HEAT Won't stop-but KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
CALL FOR
Armstrong's best highway
'publicly opened and read for the washer and dryer. Phone 753- manufactured and installed by your air conditioner will, if not variety of pistols. Buy now while
tube type.
tread truck ti
Improvement of:
Atkins Gutter Installation, serviced properly. Call Morris you can still get them at
0871
FREE
ESTIMATE_
--CALLOW A YMurray, phone 7534407 or 753- Refrigeration Sales & Service, reasonable prices. Country Boy
$20
$20.,983
9+
6 _-68
4,1E
650
670 xx 115
U.58
4..,
Mav2C Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles Central Shopping Center
9014411
3008(3), SP 18-4582; 12th Street in
8992
APRIL LINC 753-7205.
Special $10,000
Murray. Widening of Turning
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
700 x 15 -- 6 ply, $21.67 + $2.80
Phone 753-5865
Vacation-Retirement Lot
WILL DO painting, interior or
Lanes at Chestnut Street (0.184
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
FOR SALE
lisiskaM:7 6.1" MOWER, Briggs & Stratton 750 x 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
150 x 100'
mile) and at Sycamore Street
exterior. By the job or hour. Free
p.m.
A7C
engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller. 825 x 20- 10 ply, $54.16 + 16.14
Lake Access, Community
.(-0.073 mile). A total distance of
estimates. Phone 437-4534 or 527AVON
TO
buy
or
1970 TRIUMPH 500ec, $750.00- Briggs & Stratton engine, power 900 a 20 - 10 ply, 165.43 + $7.33
sell.
Call
7539714.
0.257 mile. Grade, Drain, Dock, Boat and Motor,
April 24C 8706 or
443-3366. Write Glenda THREE BEDROOM double- 1969 MG B Roadster, wire reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding 1000 x 20 - 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10
Partially Furnished,
Bituminous Concrete Surface
Duke, P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah, wig*, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile wheels, AM-FM radio, leather mower, 25" cut, Briggs 8: 1000 x 32 -12 ply, $80.26 + $9.94
Living
Room
with
Class I and Traffic Signals.
KNIGHT'S SHOP; lawn mower,
Kentucky, 42001.
April 26C Homes, South Beltline Highway, interior, 23,000 miles, $1475.00. Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P.
Armstrong's best lug or
Fireplace, Bedroom, Bath,
tiller repair, blacksmith work,
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443-6150. A7C • One 753-3273.
A13P riding mower, 30" cut, BriggilA traction type truck tire,
Bid proposals for all projects will Complete Kitchen.'
welding. Gene Knight, Route 3. MOBILE HOME, Pace Maker,
Stratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P. 600 x 16 -6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56
Call A. Simmen
be available until 9:00 A.M.
April 12? 10'x56', 1964. Completely furPhone 753-4035.
HONDA 350, 1972/
1
2, with extras. FREE BOOT give away, every riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & 670 a 15 - 6 ply, $22.09 + $2.80
Lilt Real Estate and
EASTERN STANDARD TIME on
nished, air conditioned, carpeted, $700.00 or will consider someone Friday ( women's, men's, boy's Stratton engine,
electric start, 700 x 15 - 6 ply, $23.30 + $3.33
Auction
the day of the bid opening at the
WILL DO yard work during washer, underpenning, porch,
taking over payments. Phone 435- or girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe $399.95 Roby Sales Highway 68,
Contract
of
Division
Home 354-8353 or
summer, or other odd jobs. steps. Phone 753-9941.
A9C 45115.
May2C 825
760 xx 20
A9P & Western Supplies and Shoe Benton, Kentucky.
16 16
0 lapily, $30
$63118
89 +
4- 17
$4.25
12
Procurement at a cost of $2 each.
Office 4VF2717
Phone Roger Pace 767-2989 or 753Repair. Corner of Sycamore &
900 a 20- 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51
Bid proposals are issued only to
7664
A9C SPORT COAT, boy's size 12,
4th. Also open Sundays from 1:00 ELLIOTT ADDRESSER, foot 1000 x 20 -12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52
contractors..
prequalified
cranberry, double it. Like new GMC TRACTOR, 1967 truck, 8500 till 6:00 p.m. Watch for new
pedal operated. Uses paper 1000 x 72- 12 ply, $87.61 + $11.50
Remittance payable to the State
Profes(LEANING
Phone
series.
New
tires,
engine and
A-1 location.
753-3765 after 6:00
A27NC stencils. Can handle mailing list
Roby Sales, Highwayay68.
Treasurer of Kentucky must TWO LARGE water front lots in CARPET
siOnal. Commercial or residential p.m.
A7C Condition. 1971 Mark Twain tri
of two to three thousand Used at Benton, Ky.
accompany request for pro- Blood River Subdivision. $4500.00
hull boat, 165 H.P. motor in and ADAM'S HARD surfaced plow
for both. Phone 436_2427 or after at reasonable prices. Free
posals.
Ledger and Times for several
...
A78.: Al4C
out, eleven hours boating time. points, regular points to fit most
mayttp estimate. Will furnish references.
6:00 p.m.753-8997,
years and
replaced by AdPhone Handyman,753-5827. May COMPLETE AMATEUR radio Excellent condition. All equip- plows. Disc blades, for all discs,
CARD OF THANKS
dressograph. Complete with
Veterinary Sales
station.
10C
ment
goes
including
sets
Phone
skis.
two
489-2316
after
6:00
IN CANTERBURY Estates,
coulter blades and plow shins. stencil drawers and cabinet. This
p.m.
Established
- full-llne
Phone
7534498.
A9C Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4891. ITC machine
A7C
We would like to take this three bedroom brick house with
.
can
be placed on
medical distributor selling
opportunity to thank the people of family room, utility, fireplace JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
automatic for running out the
to veterinarians needs hard
Calloway County and Murray for double garage, central heat ani Plumbing-electrical-roofing and SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy
BEDROOM SUITE, rock maple. complete mailing list and can be
GOLDEN
working man with animal
RETRIEVER,
ARC,
duty,
full
size.
Regular $79.95.
their concern for Eric and our air. Phone 753-6455.
AlONC operated by foot pedal to stamp
A13C Carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
Phone 436-5571
$75.00.
three years old obedience
.health experience for
family. Eric has been in surgery
753-7625 nights.
TFC Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig zig.
each piece of nailing material.
Western
Kentucky regular $99.95. Sale $63.96. trained,spayed. Phone 7535 times thus far. They have FOUR BEDROOM brick, 11
GOLF CLUBS, 7-piece set. May be seen %t Ledger and
/
2
4907.
Tennessee territory. Good
A9C
Deluxe
rig
rig. Regular $139.95.
grafted twice, the latest was baths, wall to wall carpet, KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Portable typewriter. Electric Times.
A9NC
earning potential and
Thursday. The grafts are taking fireplace, I% blocks from Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South Sale $9E.47. Super deluxe rig zig.
adding machine. Gas grill. Phone
benefits. 90 per cent weekand he is doing better than ex- downtown-Ph blocks from ,13th Street, "Every day ...you Regular $159.95. Sale $114.37. MOBILE HOME,1971 Fleetwood, 753-1257.
A13C 1965 MUSTANG, convertible,
day overnight travel. Early
/
2
Roby ,Sales, Highway 68, Benton, 12'x64', three bedrooms, 11
pected. His sense of humor is Murray Middle School. Phone delay lets bugs have their 6
four speed, $400.00. Also 1952
air conditioner.
reply requested. For inwonderful and he amazes us 753-1257.
May 2C baths, 3 ton
ONE of the finer things of life- Studebaker pickup, 8125.00.
TFC Kentucky.
A13C way,"
Completely set up at 209 Riviera
terview send resume toevery day with his unBlue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent Phone 436-5575 after 5:00
MAKE BEATEN down carpet Courts. Trade considered. Phone
Vet Sales
derstanding. There will be more BY OWNER: three bedroom
electic shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik p.m.
AtIC
BULLDOZER WORK;--Erucking, nap at doorways bright and fluffy (1112) 336-2548.
A9P
P.O. Box 8160
grafts and dressing of his arms. brick house at 1717 Keenland also bank
Points.
A7C
Five
Market.
gravel,:fill dirt and again with Blue Lustre. Big K,
" Columbus, Ohio 43201
We would like to thank Mr. Joe Drive with den-kitchen comtopsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, Belaire Shopping Center. ,A7C
GAS TRACTOR-D17, AC., with
Dee Hopkins and the staff at bination, with all built-ins ( inTWO
sport
coats,
knit
DOUBLE
or 354-8161, after 5:00p.m. TFC
FOUR BEDROOM home, large flat bottom plow, (3 at 16")
Murray Hospital for being so cluding refrigerator, dishwasher
.•
never been worn, red and navy
12x60, 3 bedroom, Green Field $10.50 each. phone 7534601 A7Nc shop and outbuildings, on one Factory three point adaptor kit. 1URBY VACIAMS--The shag
alert and kind in their treatment and garbage disposal), central
acre lot. $12,000.00. Would take Weldon Gallimore, Puryear, rug specialist that adjusts to any
for Eric.
Especially Dr. heat and air and garage. Call 753- WANT YOUR house trailer Mobile home. Call-762-2505 or.753-.. .
12' wide trailer on trade in. Also Tenn, two miles west of Puryear, carpet. New and used vacuums
9707. .
underpenned
with
fiberglass?
Lowery, Dr. Hal Houston, Mrs. 5625.
.AVC
SEVEN
broke
YEAR
old kid
Al3C
stereo,
like new, less than half Jones Mill Road.Phone 24712'x60', only $125.00. Phone 753Pauline Johnson, Mrs.
Nell
,---- mare.Phone 7874803.
for sale. For free demonstration
A7C
price, $200.00. Phone 43¢-5506 or .5100.
. ,
A7F and gift with purchase Phone 7533938 or 753-5461.
Al3P BOAT WU-RANCE. Broad
Evans, also Mrs. Lucille Ross
coverage. Good claim services. upRiGHT PRACTICE piano, 436-2458. April 12C
and Mr. Walker, the driver of the IN GATESBOROUGH by owner,
0752* 733-0359.
Age
Lowest rates.
Galloway In- fair condition, $5.O0. Phone 489WANTED
LAWNS
to'
mow
on
J.H. Churchill ambulance.
brickshorne,carpeted,three large
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A. ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
is.such A cornfo5Lt9..AncTi.,bedrunms,.living .F2Onl.... den( regular basis. Reironable. Phone surance & Realty.. Phone 753- 2114.
A7C
CORN, 250 barrels. Also cructs Edison air conditioners. 10,000 Mayfield, Kentucky, on the .
Attle-5842.
aoriLlIC
that you are praying for us and kitchen, with built-ins, utility,iss-rme.
for sale. Phone 753-4944.
A9P BTU,1184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00. Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
we would like to thank each two baths, double ganize with
TRAVEL TRAllig,R, 13', 1966
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU, pickup camper, toppers. We also
14' STARCRAFT boat and model with patiolifig2 condition.
church that had special prayer. storage room, patio, cen7a1 heat
UPRIGHT PIANO; baby-bed and $285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby rent 'campers by the week or
Please continue to rember us. and air, nice lot. Shown by ap- FREE ESTIMATE on spectic trailer, 15 H.P. Evinrude motor, Two full blooded female German
tank installation. Phone 753$200.00. Phone 492-8169 after 6:00 Shepherds, 7 weeks old. Phone rnattre'st. In excellent condition Sales, Highway 61, Benton. weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489Bill and Ada Roberts
pointment only. Phone 753-8742
Phone 753-6862.
TFC
A9C Kentucky.
May 2C 2303.
7850.
A7C
p.m.
A9P 753-7833.
Eric. LaDonne and Mark. 1TP after 5:00p.m.
A7C
Al2C
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Glove Leather Boots

1

A

1 Pair of Western Boots to be Given
Away Every Week!

Enter Vernon's "Boot Pickin' Contest"
- No Purchase Necessary You can enter as often as you wish, so hurry in.

to be sold at

AUCTION
April 28, 1973
JOHN RANDOLPH
Realty & Auction

inspireve the hal of your
home with our new vinyl or
Insulated aluminum siding.
New roofs, gutters, storm
windows and doors are our
specialty. We also have
vinyl or aluminum shutters
la black, green or white
aders.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

TV Towers
Antennas

. and
..m.

TFC

753-1916

•

0..0

W Dyer.
hone 753-

Call
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Strike At Tire
Plant Continues

Your Individual Horoscope

School System Merger too
Drastic for Integration
Nixon Administration Says

Dr. David Roos To
Speak At Services

Balloonist Plans
Second Record Try

Dr. David C. Roos will be
MAYFIELD. Ky., April 6 -7
on the subject, "It
speaking
Frances Drake
walkout affecting about 1,600
Takes A Lot Of Faith," at the
- additional fuel tank aboard his
United
OM,
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (
members of Local
10:45 a.m, services at the First
• ••
who one wale' balloon, the "American Spirit,"
Casserly,
Workers at the General -.eel.Joe
'Rubber
Christian Church on Sunday,
FOR SUNDAY,APRIL 8, 1973
ago made a try for the world to try for the world altitude
Tire plant was in its second day
April 8. His scripture will be
today w4th no progress reported.
hot air balloon altitude record, record for all hot air balloons.
from Luke 17:1-19.
That mark is 36,000 feet set
Local President George Miller
Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
plans a second attempt today.
search of desegin
systems
(API
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Special music will be a solo by
nt
said no talks were under way. Merger of predominantly black regation.
32, of Memphis, by Julian Natt of _ Hereford,
your birthday comes and find (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Casserly,
Miss Tina Cundiff. 0.13. goone,
You may find it difficult to get The plant was not being picketwhat your outlook is, according
said, "I'm all set to go, wea- England.
with
In the Richmond case, U.S. Jr., will be the worship leader
things done in the way you ed, he said, at the entrance on urban school systems
Casserly will have to better
to the stars.
in surrounding white sub- District Court Judge Robert H. and Kelly Gassam and Lisa ther permitting. Hopefully, it's
those
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I
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into
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run
a
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be
you
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going
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prefer.
desega
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Merhige Jr. last year ordered Williams will be candle lighters.
Union officials said the walk- urbs is too drastic
now installed an auxiliary per cent to earn the record esunexpected snags. Take all in
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
will be Gene have
began Thursday regation measure, the Nixon the Rictunond city system
serving
which
Elders
out,
tabllshed under governing rules
argument.
fuel tank."
A different approach rather stride and avoid
morning, was the result of an administration has told the Su- merged with the predominantly Landoll and Frank Wainscott.
of international aviation bodies.
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Saturday,
Last
than a complete change of Things will right themselves. "internal squabble."
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again carry him
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details.
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occurred
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appeals
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issue,
mislead but, under day's capital heart can be furthered notably
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and by warm until flight time this morning.
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adverse,
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disqualified
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Sunday,
may order the busing of chil- boards,
a.m. services on
scratch, if need be. Retracing somewhat
Nash- Land Between the Lakes Na- ered thousands of acres.
can be a revivifying process in about as careful routines as you 8. His scripture will be from dren across school district lines from participation. A tie vote David Lipscomb College,
ville, Tenn., will be the speaker tional Park operated by the
can muster. Beware of Romans 14:11-12.
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schemers
at the 10:40 a.m. and six p.m. Tennessee Valley Authority in
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The services will open with
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(Continued from Page 1)
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traordinary
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great power in whatever field
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WASHINGTON ( AP)- With such time we are assured their articles published in several
A little more restraint may be you choose as a life work. You from the book of Joshua 10:6-15
ground-level temperature were rest of April and for a second
needed to improve your chances are extremely versatile and on the subject, "God Can Do the terms of the Wounded Knee actions, Wined on the govern- publications.
hard to overcome. A colder week-long boycott in May.
disarmanemt pact already in ment negotiations, are sinfor gain now. Don't rush into your business acumen is out- Anything."
morning
the
at
Mrs. Barbara Shuttleworth of
Prayers
ground temperature makes
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land beef packing plant, anworthy of note, however.
place in the business world.
the President, and other federal that Indian militants leave
nounced Friday it would cease
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officials.
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until
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